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Abstract  

This paper develops an economic response strategy model to analyze the MNC’s optimal response 

strategy to high external complexity. A cost typology is developed specifically for the context of 

analyzing a high level of complexity. This is in response to contingency theory’s proposal of 

matching external and internal levels of complexity, which assumes that MNCs do not differ in their 

capacity to manage complexity. Through a theoretical cost analysis, we argue that a higher level of 

external complexity decreases the theoretical optimal level of internal complexity if the MNC does 

not possess the required capacity to manage complexity. This paper further suggests that when a 

MNC faces two dimensions of external complexity simultaneously, there exists a trade-off, limiting 

the MNC’s ability to manage both sources of complexity at the same time. This paper thus 

highlights the economic superiority of a simplification strategy for example in the form of a 

regional organizational structure. This response strategy allows the MNC to increase efficiencies 

through integration while still maintaining operational flexibility, which are both critical factors 

for achieving high organizational performance in a complex environment.   

 

 

Keywords: External and internal complexity, response strategy, organizational capabilities, 
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Complexity  foundations  

It is widely acknowledged that “complexity has only increased over time” (Zook & Allen, 2010, p. 

16). Especially multinational corporations (MNCs) are exposed to this increasing level of 

complexity due to their global outreach. Complexity theory explains how exposure to a wider span 

of markets, cultures, industry pressures, and competitive landscapes increases the level of external 

complexity facing MNCs. The simple integration of a few additional markets can thus leads to a 

drastic increase in the level of complexity (Siggelkow & Rivkin, 2005; Mischen & Jackson, 2008; 

Mason, 2009). This increased complexity is driven by management’s inability to encompass the 

consequences of proposed strategies (Feldman & Keller, 1965; Rumelt, 1995; Mischen & Jackson, 

2008). For management, this lack of transparency results in a very complex strategic decision-

making tree with uncertain and unstable outcomes (Siggelkow & Rivkin, 2005). “…No one may 

have a complete understanding of the process, and changing one aspect of a process may have 

significant unanticipated consequences on other parts of the organization” (Rumelt, 1995 p. 9).  

 

Dimensions of external complexity  

Complexity theory suggests that there are two dimensions that primarily drive the level of external 

complexity facing MNCs. These two dimensions are the increasing level of dynamism and the 

strategic dichotomy of choosing between global versus local strategies (Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Luo 

& Park, 2001; Mason, 2009). Mason (2009) documented a direct link between the level of 

dynamism and complexity on an industry level. The reasoning behind this link was the impact of 

instability and uncertainty on the strategic decision-making process. The second factor leading to 

higher external complexity is the conflicting strategic pressures exerted by the environment. MNC 

strategy literature has discussed this dichotomy for the past decades, for example as the duality 

between integration versus responsiveness (Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Asmussen, 2007), global versus 

local (Levitt, 1983) and unification versus fragmentation (Fayerweather, 1969). These dualities 

have been criticized for being a simplification of the challenges facing MNCs. Thus they do not 

encompass the magnitude of the complexity dimensions fronting MNCs (Ghoshal, 1987). Despite 

these dualities not representing the whole line of challenges that MNCs encounter today, the 

dichotomy reveals the essence of complexity of the strategic decision-making process. These 
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dimensions of external complexity shape the MNC’s environment. The environment-strategy-

structure paradigm has argued that the MNC’s environment determines the MNC’s choice of 

strategy and ultimately their organizational structure (Prahalad & Doz, 1987).  

 

The link between strategic fit, organizational structure and performance  

The principle of strategic fit between the external environment and the internal organizational 

structure has its early roots in contingency theory (Porter, 1986b; Yip, 1992; Ghoshal & Nohria, 

1993). Ghoshal and Nohria’s (1993) ‘horses for courses’ approach claimed that subsidiary 

performance is contingent upon the alignment between internal operations and the uncertain and 

complex environment. The idea of strategic fit is also well acknowledged in the strategic co-

alignment literature. It argues that a firm achieves superior performance by aligning their strategy 

with the industry’s demands (Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985; Galbraith & Kazanjian, 1986; Miller, 

1988). Thus, it is well established in MNC strategy literature that strategic fit improves 

performance. It also highlights the deterministic nature governing this perspective, i.e. that the 

MNC’s perception of the external environment dictates the internal structure of the company.  

 

To this end, the mainstream conclusion is that MNCs encountering increasingly complex 

environments are required to increase the complexity of their strategies and organizational 

structures to achieve strategic fit (Ghoshal & Nohria, 1989; Nohria & Ghoshal, 1997). In other 

words: “More complex and turbulent environments called for more complex organizational 

approaches” (Ghoshal & Nohria, 1993, p. 23). This finding of contingency theory has greatly 

improved our knowledge and understanding of MNC strategies and structures in increasingly 

complex environments. However, there are also some inconsistencies and issues with the logic of 

this argumentation that this paper attempts to tackle.  

 

First, the different dimensions of complexity contradict this idea. Dynamism for example has been 

suggested to drive an organizational structure that favors an emergent strategy process to absorb 

market changes and maintain flexibility (Mintzberg, 1978; Mintzberg & Waters, 1985; Mintzberg, 

Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998; Andersen, 2004). This can for example be achieved through a lower 

level of integration, where the strategy process is locally driven as seen in a multidomestic company 

(Barltett & Ghoshal, 1989). Another example is when a MNC is facing an increasing pressure 

dichotomy. Here, there has been conflicting evidence of which organizational structure leads to 
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higher performance levels (Roth & Morrison, 1990; Morrison & Roth, 1992; Birkinshaw, Morrison 

& Hulland, 1995; Johnson, 1995). A large variation of strategies has been proposed to optimize this 

strategic dichotomy. These range from the transnational solution (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1989), to a 

‘think global, act local’ strategy (Oliver, 2000) to a global complex strategy (Porter, 1986a) and 

finally a multifocal strategy (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). Despite their differences in terms of 

organizational structure and level of integration pursued, they all represent attempts to absorb the 

MNC’s environmental complexity through their network structure. Thus, these organizational 

structures aim for the achievement of fit and ultimately performance. Hence, it seems as if there is 

no widely accepted agreement in terms of the optimal organizational structure that MNC’s should 

adopt when faced with high external complexity. 

 

Second, the factors leading to a lack of fit and the economic severity of not achieving fit have not 

been fully developed. The general idea is that today’s MNCs cannot afford suboptimal response 

strategies or organizational structures sacrificing fit with the external environment (Drazin & Van 

de Ven, 1985; Galbraith & Kazanjian, 1986; Miller, 1988). Scholars have in this relation claimed 

existence of diseconomies reflecting the costs of misfit (Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Ghoshal & Norhia, 

1993). However, this notion of misfit costs lacks systematic investigation. Furthermore, the 

suggested correlation between increased complexity and increased costs further challenges the 

notion that high external complexity should be matched with a complex internal structure. 

“Organizational complexity is costly and difficult to manage, and simplicity, wherever possible, is a 

virtue” (Ghoshal & Nohria, 1993, p. 24).  

 

Finally, the notion of fit leading to performance assumes that a MNC is capable of dealing with 

high external complexity (Schütte, 1996; Rugman, 2005; Rugman & Verbeke, 2005). This means 

evaluating their external environment, aligning and managing their organizational structure 

accordingly so. Therefore, in conjunction to understanding the external determinants of this 

development of diseconomies, the analysis of the MNCs should include an internal perspective. The 

internal perspective reflects the MNC’s own ability to manage complexity (Buckley & Casson, 

2001; Rugman, 2005). This highlights a general shortcoming of the matching response strategy. 

Namely, it neglects taking the MNC’s internal capacity to manage complexity into account when 

addressing the issue of how to optimally obtain strategic fit (Schütte, 1996).  
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Response strategies and their differing capability requirements 

A complex structure such as a network model as proposed in the transnational solution (Bartlett & 

Ghoshal, 1988), is dependent upon the MNC’s capacity to manage complexity (Schütte, 1996; 

Rugman, 2005). Buckley and Casson (2001) refer to this ability as global network capabilities. 

Rugman (2005) asserts that there are “difficulties in building transnational capabilities” (p. 196). 

This also suggests why there is lack of empirical evidence of transnational networks in practice 

(Leong & Tan, 1993; Brock & Birkinshaw, 2004; Rugman, 2005). These arguments highlight 

another contradiction in the otherwise well-established notion of adopting a complex structure as a 

response to a complex environment. Furthermore, the MNC’s capacity to manage multiple 

dimensions of complexity simultaneously has not been fully developed from a resource-based view. 

Due to the difficulty of developing and possessing high levels of all the required capabilities 

(Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Rugman, 2005), this paper questions the assumption that firms can possess 

the capabilities that are required to master multiple sources of complexity. This raises the question 

of under which circumstances MNCs should pursue matching external complexity with internal 

complexity. 

 

Rugman and other scholars have recently suggested that a simpler response strategy might be more 

appropriate and lead to higher performance in a complex environment (Morrison, Ricks & Roth, 

1991; Rugman, 2005; Rugman & Verbeke, 2005; Asmussen, 2007). This simpler response strategy 

can for example be reflected in a regional organizational architecture. The regionalization literature 

explains the presence of predominantly home-region or maximum bi-regional MNCs (Rugman, 

2005; Rugman & Verbeke, 2005). This reflects management’s deliberate limited scope of integrated 

subsidiaries in an attempt to decrease their exposure to complexity increasing performance. These 

recent findings thus shed light on the shortcoming of the established environment-strategy-structure 

contingency in terms of understanding the exact influence of a MNC’s internal capacity to manage 

complexity (Schütte, 1996).  

 

The regional structure requires qualitatively and quantitatively inferior capabilities than a 

transnational network solution (Rugman, 2005; Rugman & Verbeke, 2005). From the resource-

based view, organizational capabilities have been used to explain why MNCs perform differently in 

the same industry. This performance heterogeneity has been observed in empirical studies, and has 

been used to substantiate the importance of a firm’s capabilities (Collis, 1994). This view adopts an 
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internal perspective to the source of competitive advantage (Kogut & Zander, 1993; Collis, 1994). 

“Multinational corporations (MNCs) establish competitive postures in the global marketplace by 

leveraging their strategic capabilities through the transference of those capabilities to 

subsidiaries” (Cui, Griffith & Cavusgil, 2005, p. 32). However, there is not a strong established 

link between organizational capabilities and the ability to absorb complexity into the MNC.  

 

It has been highlighted by a selection of scholars that organizational capabilities have an effect on 

the MNC’s ability to manage complexity, but the underlying mechanisms still need further and 

more thorough development. Prahalad and Doz (1987) suggest that the capacity to manage 

complexity is reflected in the MNC’s ability to control, cope with change and maintain flexibility. 

However, the effect of these organizational capabilities on the MNC’s ability to absorb high levels 

of external complexity has been relatively overlooked from an economic perspective. “There is now 

a great need to apply transaction-cost based reasoning for the analysis of the internal functioning 

of the MNE, especially to improve our understanding of the optimal 'boundaries' between corporate 

headquarters and subsidiary activities” (Rugman & Verbeke, 2003, p. 14) and thus the 

organizational structure. This academic paper will shed light on this research gap from a cost 

analytical perspective.  

1.2 Research  gap  

The theoretical and empirical findings of previous studies as presented above, highlight a research 

gap in relation to an economically founded optimal response strategy for MNCs facing high levels 

of external complexity. The proposal of the superiority of matching high external complexity with a 

complex organizational structure will be challenged through a cost analysis.  This paper will 

develop a cost typology specifically for the context of high complexity, which will serve as the 

framework for the cost analysis.  

 

This paper will first examine the direct effects of two separate dimensions of external complexity, 

and second their combined effect on the MNC’s cost structure. Furthermore, this paper will shed 

light on the moderating effect of a MNC’s organizational capabilities on the relationship between 

the dimensions of high external complexity and the optimal organizational structure. The purpose of 

this analysis will be to propose a theoretical optimal level of integration in response to high external 

complexity and establish the influence of complexity on the overall cost level. Finally, the cost 

analysis will form a discussion of the economic consequences of not adopting the optimal level of 
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integration when faced with high complexity. 

 

Thus this paper will further the argumentation for the superiority of adopting a less complex 

organizational structure in response to higher external complexity, which has been surfacing in 

recent literature studies.  

1.3 Structure  

The aim of the paper is to develop a framework that contributes to filling the research gaps 

identified above. Therefore, this project initiates with a literature review laying the theoretical 

foundation for the paper. Upon this theoretical review, a methodology section will shed light on the 

structure of the analysis and the foundations for this paper’s model development. The theory 

development can be viewed as consisting of four main parts. First, the base scenario is developed 

where the taxonomy of the cost curves is introduced and discussed. It also establishes a medium 

level of the independent variables. Second, the direct effect of each variable will be examined. 

Third, the moderating effect of organizational capabilities on the effects of each separate dimension 

will be established. Lastly, the effect of two dimensions of complexity will be combined, and 

organizational capabilities ability to absorb this complexity will be challenged. Following the 

theoretical development will be a discussion of this paper’s theoretical contributions, the managerial 

implications and limitations of these findings, and finally suggestions for further research. 
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2 Literature  review  

2.1 The  concept  of  strategy  

Over the years, researchers have developed a variety of views on the concept of strategy, spanning 

from ‘a set of goals and plans’ (Chandler, 1962) to including the alignment between the external 

and internal environment (Hofer & Schendel, 1978; Porter, 1996), and to a more decision-based 

view where strategy is a process of decisions (Mintzberg, 1978). The strategy process is a “highly 

rational, proactive process that involves activities such as establishing goals, monitoring the 

environment, assessing internal capabilities, searching for and evaluating alternative actions and 

developing an integrated plan to achieve the goals” (Fredrickson & Mitchell, 1984, p. 401).  During 

the last three decades the concept of strategy has changed immensely, from being a tool for 

corporate planning to actual strategy making with a focus on positioning one’s company in relation 

to its external environment and thereby creating strategic fit (Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985; Galbraith 

& Kazanjian, 1986; Miller, 1988; Grant, 2010). 

2.1.1 Strategic  fit  

Strategic fit is achieved by linking a firm’s strategy and structure to its external environment 

(Mintzberg, 1978; Fredrickson & Mitchell, 1984; Porter, 1996; Grant, 2010). It is only by achieving 

an appropriate fit between industry demands and strategy that the business can realize 

superior performance (Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985; Galbraith & Kazanjian, 1986; Miller, 1988). 

This is also the central aspect of contingency theory. Structural contingency theory states, that the 

strategy and thus organizational structure of an organization must mirror a firm’s external context 

(Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985). This results in the company reaching a strategic fit that not only 

leads to, but also sustains competitive advantage and superior performance in the long run (Porter, 

1996). The level of strategic fit can be improved through various means such as the organizational 

structure and thereby the decision rights distribution in an organization (Porter, 1996). The 

resource-based view has developed this notion of fit further by introducing the importance of 

including the firm’s own resources and capabilities (Barney, 1991; Birkinshaw, Hood & Jonsson, 

1998).  

 

External fit 

For a firm to achieve external strategic fit it is necessary to map its external environment, and thus 

gain a thorough understanding of the industry’s suppliers, competitors and customers (Grant, 2010). 
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For a MNC with a broad global presence, this poses a demanding task for the MNC to first stay up 

to date with changes in the local markets, and second to continually align their strategy to maintain 

external fit (Baum & Wally, 2003). Thus, if the MNC is exposed to differentiated and turbulent 

markets, it can be extremely costly to maintain external strategic fit. This raises the question of 

under which circumstances it should be pursued. 

 

Internal fit 

The environment-strategy-structure paradigm also includes a discussion of the importance of 

achieving internal fit between the strategy and the organizational structure (Ghoshal & Nohria, 

1993). The organizational structure has been associated with the internal distribution of the 

decision-making process (Porter, 1996). This refers to the level of strategic and operational 

integration between subsidiaries and headquarters. Ghoshal and Nohria’s preliminary study in 1993 

argues for a strong link between achieving internal fit and higher performance. In their sample, 

firms who had adopted a governance structure that mirrored their environments, performed 

significantly better than the firms who had not achieved this level of fit. The discussion of fit 

leading to superior performance does however not include a discussion of the direct consequences 

of not choosing the theoretically optimal organizational structure. It has only been established that 

strategic misfit decreases the organization’s performance. In addition, this discussion has not 

included an analysis of the factors influencing and determining the measurable impact on the 

organizational performance, as a result of a suboptimal strategic fit. Thus there could potentially be 

nuances to the requirement of prioritizing strategic fit under certain circumstances.  This discussion 

becomes particularly important in the context of complexity, as the MNC’s ability to achieve and 

maintain fit is challenged through their exposure to high external complexity (Grant, 2010).  

2.2 Sources  of  complexity  

In contrast to purely domestic companies, MNCs are exposed and forced to manage an increased 

level of complexity, uncertainty and turbulence (Mason, 2009; Grant, 2010). For a MNC this means 

an increased presence of causal links and interdependencies on a high combinatorial level 

(Siggelkow & Rivkin, 2005). This decreases management’s ability to encompass the consequences 

of proposed strategies for the firm as a whole and for individual subunits (Feldman & Kanter, 

1965).  Combined, these factors lead to the MNC facing a higher level of complexity.  

To analyze the level of complexity facing an MNC, Guisinger (2001) advocates for the separation 

of complexity into an environmental and a structural complexity. This paper therefore advocates 
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that this is comparable to an external and an internal analysis of the complexity dimensions of a 

MNC. 

2.2.1 External  complexity  

The external sources of complexity can according to Luo and Park (2001) be attributed to several 

dimensions. “Environments are characterized by several distinctive and operational dimensions, 

such as dynamism, complexity, and hostility, that would affect the structuring of an organization” 

(Luo & Park, 2001, p. 143). As argued by Birkinshaw, Morrisson and Hulland (1995), the impact 

and degree of factors vary considerably from one industry to another, and can therefore not be 

generalized across industries. The unit of analysis for the discussion of external complexity will 

therefore be the industry level. From an industry perspective, there are several components that 

constitute external complexity.  

2.2.1.1 Dynamism  creates  instability  and  uncertainty    

Mason (2009) argues that dynamism or turbulence is the main driver of external complexity for a 

MNC. Dynamism is defined as instability and refers to the level of change in the environment and 

the level of uncertainty (Fredrickson & Mitchell, 1984; Baum & Wally, 2003). In this paper, the 

concept of dynamism includes changes on an industry level. These changes refer to changes in 

technology, consumer demand, product profitability, and competitor behavior (Duncan, 1972; 

Miller, 1987; Li & Liu, 2012). Mason (2009) documents that the degree of complexity is directly 

related to the turbulence (dynamism) level of the industry (see Figure 1). This relationship is 

Figure 1: Relationship between turbulence and complexity (Mason, 2009) 
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established through the observation of a positive linear correlation between the two variables. This 

leads to the conclusion, that a MNC that is exposed to a high degree of dynamism, is ultimately 

exposed to a higher degree of complexity.  

 

In the setting of a dynamic industry, ensuring strategic fit will not in itself ensure a competitive 

advantage, but achieving it quicker than competitors may lead to a temporary competitive 

advantage (Porter & Millar, 1985). To extend the duration of the competitive advantage, MNCs 

facing dynamism must invest heavily in R&D to continue the steady flow of new products and 

services (Eisenhardt & Bourgeois, 1988). This increases the need for efficient knowledge transfer 

within the MNC to first recognize the market changes and demands, and second to adopt these new 

demands into the development of new products and services. Baum and Wally (2003) also advocate 

that a firm must react very efficiently to market changes to ensure continued performance. Hereby 

suggesting the importance of decision-making speed as the mediating effect between dynamism and 

organizational performance achieved through strategic fit (Andersen, 2004; Rahmen & Feis, 2009). 

This notion is also captured in the proposition of an emergent strategy process being a superior 

solution in a dynamic environment (Mintzberg, 1978). An emergent strategy process is primarily 

driven by a high degree of strategic influence and input from lower-level managers. Therefore, 

MNCs require an agile organizational structure to match this external dynamism increasing the 

necessity of quicker decision-making (Sull, 2009). Andersen (2004) and Huber (1990) support this 

with their finding of post-bureaucratic organizations (with a decentralized decision-making 

structure) achieving a higher level of economic performance in dynamic settings. The reasoning is 

that these managers have a high degree of contact with the local market conditions. This means that 

these managers should be central in the strategy formation process in a dynamic environment, 

according to Andersen’s (2004) findings. “The higher effectiveness may derive because lower-level 

managers are closer to the actual business transactions, are better informed about the details of the 

current market environment, and consequently can make more pertinent decisions” (Andersen, 

2004, p. 1287). 

2.2.1.2 The  dichotomy  of  industry  pressures  fosters  complexity  

Integration-responsiveness framework 

The integration-responsiveness framework (IR framework) will be used to discuss the strategic 

pressures facing the MNC on an industry level. The IR framework (Prahalad & Doz, 1987) has laid 

the foundation for the discussion of international strategic theory (Asmussen, 2007). The 
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framework highlights the opposing pressures to integrate value chain activities and pursue 

economies of scale while creating products and processes that are responsive to local market needs.  

 

The IR framework is a two 

dimensional grid where the 

horizontal axis represents the 

degree of pressures for local 

responsiveness and the vertical 

axis is the degree of pressures for 

global integration. The focus of 

this paper is on the top right 

quadrant, where firms are 

exposed to a high level of 

complexity as a result of high 

pressures for both global 

integration and local 

responsiveness. The IR framework has been used to develop different response strategies to the 

pressures facing the MNC as seen in Figure 2. For example, Porter (1986b) and Bartlett and 

Ghoshal (1988) use the IR grid to characterize their international strategies, namely the complex 

global strategy (Porter, 1986b) and the transnational strategy (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1988). 

 

IR framework pressures 

Prahalad and Doz (1987) have identified seven pressures for global integration and five pressures 

for local responsiveness. These pressures have to some extent been uncritically accepted (Venaik, 

Midgley & Devinney, 2004), as most literature has focused on firms’ responses to these pressures 

(e.g. Taggart, 1997; Murtha, Lenway & Bagozzi, 1998; Martinez and Jarillo; 1991; Harzing, 2000). 

The following section will therefore review the pressures. 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: IR framework response strategies (Asmussen, 2007) 
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Pressures for global integration 

The pressures are categorized by their influence on operations or strategy as proposed by Prahalad 

and Doz (1987). The pressures for operational integration are interpreted as the presence of 

economies of scale and scope (Birkinshaw, 

Morrison & Hulland, 1995). The economies 

of scale and scope opportunities are 

contingent upon homogeneous markets. The 

other branch of global integration pressures 

is driven by the need for strategic 

coordination to maintain a competitive 

advantage. Studies suggest that these global 

integration pressures are caused by 

standardized consumer demands, technology 

and service demands, as well as increased 

global awareness and a concentrated 

international distribution infrastructure (Roth 

& Morrisson, 1990).  

 

Local responsiveness pressures 

Pressures for local responsiveness are 

driven by a high need for adaptive 

operations and strategies tailored towards 

the local market. The primary benefit of a 

local responsive strategy is that it ensures 

strategic fit between the MNC’s strategy 

and the local demand. In addition, it 

enables local managers to create a more 

solid relationship with suppliers, 

customers, competitors, authorities and 

distributors leading to sustainable 

competitive advantages (Ghoshal & Nohria, 

1989). However, adopting a locally responsive strategy sacrifices achieving the benefits of global 
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Figure 3: Global integration pressures (Prahalad & Doz, 1987) 
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Figure 4: Local responsiveness pressures (Prahalad & Doz, 1987) 
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integration indicating the presence of a trade-off when a MNC is exposed to a high level of 

pressures for both strategies (Asmussen, 2007).  

 

Exposure to both GI and LR pressures 

As presented above, the focus of this study is on a complex external environment, which according 

to the IR framework translates to strong pessures for both global integration and local 

responsiveness (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). In cases with only weak pressures, “the relative simplicity 

of the strategic priorities enables a clear-cut choice” (Prahalad & Doz, 1987, p. 25). This translates 

to a low degree of complexity. The highest degree of complexity is found in the transnational 

environment, as presented by Bartlett and Ghoshal (1988). Examples of highly complex industries 

are the pharmaceutical, 

automobiles and consumer 

electronics industries as seen in 

Figure 5 (Ghoshal & Nohria, 

1993). The reasoning behind 

the high level of complexity is 

found in the complication of the 

strategic decision making 

process. The high pressures 

imply “that managers cannot 

make a one-time choice on 

which of the two dimensions to 

leverage. They must simultaneously focus their attention on aspects of the business that require 

global integration and aspects that demand local responsiveness” (Prahalad & Doz, 1987, p. 25).  

 

A MNC’s management must consider the tradeoff between the gains from global integration and 

local responsiveness, as achieving the full benefits of both strategies at the same time is argued by 

most scholars to be impossible (e.g. Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Asmussen, 2007). The pressures for 

global integration versus local responsiveness not only vary on an industry level but also internally 

within the MNC. The opposing industry pressures cause an internal power struggle not only 

between subsidiaries but also between corporate functions. For example advertising exhibits high 

Figure 5: Industries in the IR framework (Ghoshal & Nohria, 1993) 
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pressures for local responsiveness, whereas R&D has high pressures for global integration 

(Prahalad & Doz, 1987). This creates further internal complexity for the MNC.  

 

Thus, the major exogenous pressures on an industry level can be grouped into global integration 

and local responsiveness, and the strength and ratio of these pressures characterizes the level of 

external complexity. Combined these pressures form the complex external environment, which 

shapes the MNC’s strategic decision-making process (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). However, “(t)he 

shortcomings of an analysis based on the IR grid are that it addresses the issues of environmental 

fit, but excludes consideration of existing internal systems and communication philosophies” 

(Schütte, 1996, p. 174). In other words, it excludes the MNC’s internal complexity level and their 

capacity to manage complexity. 

2.2.2 Internal  complexity  

An external analysis of the MNC’s sources of complexity should be coupled with the internal 

sources of complexity originating from the MNC’s decision-making process and organizational 

structure (Guisinger, 2001). A MNC is constantly faced with the challenge of balancing their 

strategic response to the external pressures in their industry. The primary focus of a MNC is to 

optimize profits through achieving strategic fit with a complex external environment.  

 

The high external complexity characterizing the MNC landscape leads to an increase in the 

complexity of internal management issues (Birkinshaw, 2002). The bounded rationality of 

management further complicates the issue (Simon, 1947), and thus the capacity to manage 

complexity internally becomes increasingly important (Rugman, 2005). Furthermore, there the 

MNC experiences challenges in developing transnational capabilities (Rugman, 2005). The network 

perspective argues that the difficulties MNCs encounter when trying to develop these transnational 

capabilities are caused by the external embeddedness factor characterizing the MNC landscape and 

the power struggles and issue-selling challenges occurring between headquarters and subsidiaries 

(Holm et al, 1995; Birkinshaw, 1997; Arvidsson, 1999; Birkinshaw et al, 2000). This is also 

substantiated in the resource-based view, proclaiming that the more diverse subsidiaries that are 

integrated in a network organization, the more complex the internal structure will be and thus the 

degree of power battles will increase equally so (Birkinshaw, 2001). This emphasizes the need for a 

discussion of the firm-level factors including the MNC’s organizational capabilities to manage the 

complexity. 
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2.2.2.1 Organizational  capabilities  

In order to understand why some organizations respond better to external market conditions than 

others, it is necessary to recognize the underlying preconditions for their success. These 

preconditions will for the purpose of this paper be referred to as organizational capabilities (Gold, 

Malhotra & Segars, 2001) and discussed from the resource-based view. Defining a capability is 

challenging, confirmed by wide variety of definitions available (Grant, 2010). “There are almost as 

many definitions of organizational capabilities as there are authors on the subject” (Collis, 1994 p. 

144-145). Prahalad and Hamel (1990) argue that organizational capabilities are the source of a 

firm’s competitive advantage, referring to these capabilities as core competences.  

 

Figure 6 adapted from Grant (2010), 

categorizes organizational capabilities 

into tangible, intangible and human 

resources. These resources form the basis 

for the MNC’s organizational structure, 

the strategic intent and the management 

systems. This paper’s focus on the firm’s 

capabilities in terms of managing 

complexity narrows the applicable scope 

of organizational capabilities. The 

relevant organizational capabilities are the 

MNC’s human capacity to create an 

optimal organizational structure, strategic intent and management systems. We assume that the 

required tangible and intangible resources are available hence their relevance in terms of their 

influence on response strategies will not be discussed further.  

                                    

To define organizational capabilities further, they will be put in the context of discussing an optimal 

integration level. The specific human capabilities that become relevant for this paper’s discussions 

are the MNC’s ability to effectively manage strategic control, change and flexibility as suggested by 

Prahalad and Doz (1987).  These refer to the specific capabilities that managers have to possess or 

develop to be successful in a complex environment. A firm’s ability to control relates to ensuring 

efficiency in agreed-upon strategies and their implementation in subsidiaries. Thus control is 

Figure 6: Organizational capabilities (Grant, 2010) 
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primarily driven from top management levels. The ability to manage change reflects the capability 

of altering the organizational structure and the decision-making distribution between headquarters 

and subsidiaries in response to market changes. Change efforts are typically reflected in emergent 

strategies, driven by lower management levels. Finally, flexibility correlates to the ability of 

adopting strategies to changes, in for example market demands. It is important to note that the MNC 

is not able to attain a high level of all three capabilities, as there exists a trade-off between 

particularly change and control capabilities (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). This will be discussed further 

in the theoretical development.  

 

These three capabilities all require a successful transfer of information and knowledge within the 

firm. Thus, the MNC also requires a high level of knowledge management capabilities to be 

successful (Cui, Griffith & Cavusgil, 2005). 

 

Knowledge management capabilities 

In the past decades, increasing evidence has been mounting claiming that, “knowledge is not a 

resource but THE resource” (Drucker, 1993, p. 42). Knowledge is increasingly becoming the only 

source of competitive advantage for firms (Zack, 1999; Wilkens, Menzel & Pawlowsky, 2004).  

Therefore, there is an increased need to manage both knowledge and capabilities. Knowledge 

management capabilities include the ability to achieve an effective knowledge acquisition, 

knowledge conversion, and knowledge application (Cui, Griffith & Cavusgil, 2005).  

 

There are two types of knowledge; explicit and tacit knowledge (Nonaka, 1994). The decision-

making process is complicated by the transfer of particularly tacit knowledge between subsidiaries 

and the difficulties experienced in implementing this tacit knowledge in globally dispersed units in 

a MNC (Nonaka, 1994; Rumelt, 1995). The global dispersion and high level of internal diversity in 

a MNC results in an increasingly complex knowledge transfer process (Birkinshaw & Ridderstrale, 

1999). To obtain value from transfering knowledge between subsidiaries and headquarters some 

conditions for the relevance of knowledge must be met. First, the knowledge must be unique 

(Asmussen, Foss & Pedersen, 2008). If the knowledge is already embedded in the subsidiary, the 

resources spent on the transfer are lost. Therefore, it is a prerequiste that there is a high level of 

uniqueness, and that the knowledge is not already known by the recipient. Second, knowledge 

needs to be fungible. Teece (1982) was the first academic to define fungibility. He claimed that the 
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fungibility of a resource, here the resource being knowledge, refers to the extent to which a resource 

retains its value when applied in increasingly distant markets. A high fungibility of knowledge in a 

specific firm thus translates to the knowledge being applicable across markets. When a MNC is 

exposed to increasingly complex and thus increasingly different markets (Mason, 2009), the level of 

fungibility will decrease leading to more difficult and less valuable knowledge transfers (Teece, 

1982). Last, there is a demand for the knowledge to be congruent. Asmussen, Foss and Pedersen 

(2008) define knowledge congruity as the cognitive fit between the knowledge stocks of the focal 

subsidiary and those of the potential recipients of that knowledge (e.g. HQ or a subsidiary in 

another location). 

 

Thus, the internal complexity level of the MNC is primarily driven by increased complexity in the 

strategic decision-making process and the organizational structure, as a result of the external 

complexity facing the MNC (Guisinger, 2001). To optimally manage this complexity internally, 

organizational capabilities have been suggested as the key (Schütte, 1996; Rugman, 2005). These 

organizational capabilities are specified as the ability to change, control and employ flexibility, 

which all require effective knowledge management capabilities (Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Cui, 

Griffith & Cavusgil, 2005).  

 

This discussion of the sources of both external and internal complexity lays the foundation for the 

presentation of the established response strategies to high external complexity.  

2.3 Responses  to  complexity  

The MNC’s external landscape is characterized, and increasingly so, by a high degree of 

complexity. The MNC can deploy a range of strategic responses to the external complexity facing 

them.  According to contingency theory, this external complexity must be matched internally in 

terms of the organizational structure. The increasing environmental complexity causes an increased 

need for coordination and optimization efforts to effectively achieve synergies across borders, and 

create strategic fit and ultimately superior performance. From a theoretical standpoint, this can be 

achieved by limiting external complexity, absorbing external complexity, reducing internal 

complexity or a combination of the last two. Below is a presentation of the existing literature 

arguing for the different MNC response strategies.  
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2.3.1 Reduce  external  complexity  

The main argument behind the strategy of reducing or rather limiting a MNC’s exposure to external 

complexity is built upon management’s “bounded rationality problems and the danger of sub-goal 

pursuit” (Rugman & Verbeke, 2005, p. 17). Management’s bounded rationality leads to 

management overload, and this results in a lack of adequate attention from top management 

(Simon, 1947; Egelhoff, 1999). This drives an increase in issue-selling within the firm, and is 

amplified and aggravated by an increase in the scope of the MNC. In practice, a reduction of 

external complexity is achieved through restricting a MNC’s presence in terms of geographical 

outreach. This reduces the level of heterogeneity that the MNC is exposed to. The consequences of 

this strategy are a sacrifice of the economies of scale and the spread of risk across a wider scope of 

markets (Prahalad & Doz, 1987).  

2.3.2 Absorb  external  complexity  

According to contingency theory, a complex external environment should be mirrored with an 

internally complex organizational structure as seen in Figure 7 (Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985). 

Drazin and Van de Ven (1985) advocate that to achieve superior performance, a complex 

heterogeneous environment should go hand-in-hand with a complex organizational structure.  

                 

The absorption of 

complexity can be varied 

in terms of how the 

complexity is structured. 

A high level of internal 

complexity can for 

example take the form of 

a network structure, 

characterized by a high 

level of integration 

between subsidiaries. A 

wide selection of network-based models, have been proposed including the transnational solution 

(Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1988; Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1989), the multi-focal firm (Prahalad & Doz, 1987), 

and the heterarchy (Hedlund, 1986). The purpose of these organizational structures is to absorb 

Figure 7: Contingency theory (Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985) 
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complexity through the integration of loosely coupled units and an increased emphasis on 

management processes and systems (Burns & Stalker, 1961; Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1989; Boisot & 

Child, 1999). This high level of integration creates a complex web of assets and capabilities 

requiring a flexible flow of resources (both information and people) between network nodes 

(Kotabe, 2002). For this network structure to be successful it necessitates a flexible and global 

corporate mindset with a strong common culture or socialization mechanisms (Van Maanen, 1978). 

The coordination and optimization efforts needed to control the strategic decision-making process 

increase the internal level of complexity. A network structure has a prolonged and complicated 

decision-making process, due to the increased need of communication across a wider set of actors 

including both subsidiaries and headquarters (Narayanan & Fahey, 1982; Cyert & March, 1992; 

Anderson, 2004).  

 

The major critique of this absorption of complexity is that it assumes that MNC’s can effectively 

manage the high internal complexity. The success of this response strategy is dependent upon the 

“HQs capacity to attend to issues arising in the subsidiaries’ context… but attention is naturally 

limited and selective in its focus” (Ambos & Birkinshaw, 2010, p. 450). As a result of this critique, 

other organizational structures have been developed to cope with this complexity internally.  

2.3.3 Reduce  internal  complexity  

Rather than trying to match the external complexity internally, MNCs can reduce the level of 

internal complexity through adopting a simpler and less demanding organizational structure. This 

has been presented as a possible solution, if the MNC is not able to master the complexity 

internally. This may lead to a situation where a MNC’s response of decreasing internal complexity 

can be a valid means to improve overall efficiency of the organizational system. In practice, 

reducing the internal level of complexity can be compared to a multi-domestic solution, as 

presented by Barltett and Ghoshal (1989). This response strategy involves a decentralized 

organizational structure, where the decision-making power is located in the individual markets, with 

an emphasis on local responsiveness (Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1989). The 

consequence of reducing internal complexity is the foregone economies of scale that can be 

achieved through a more integrated company (Birkinshaw, Morisson & Hulland, 1995). This 

apparent trade-off between the two extremes of complexity match and complexity reduction 

internally is mediated in the fragmented solution proposed by Rugman and Verbeke (2005).  
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2.3.4 Choose  a  subset  -‐‑  fragmentation  

A regional solution has been proposed as a combination strategy of the two extremes of a network 

organization and a multi-domestic company (Lehrer & Asakawa, 1999). The regional solution 

proposes a solution to this complex duality of retaining legitimacy in both the local and global 

markets through limiting the trade-offs between global integration and local responsiveness 

(Asmussen, 2007). A regional solution can also be equated to a fragmented response strategy 

(Rumelt, 1995). It involves the grouping of a MNC into smaller units, which coordinate within 

these regions. The groups or regions are typically defined based on areas with a high degree of 

market homogeneity to increase the benefits of coordination and knowledge sharing. “A regional 

integration process (with only a limited number of participants that are geographically close, and 

with a comparatively low economic and institutional distance) is easier than a multilateral 

integration process” (Rugman & Verbeke, 2005, p. 4).  

 

The grouping of the strategic decision-making process allows for shorter communication channels 

(Schuh & Ferenchikova, 2003). The level of distance between regional managers and the local 

needs of the market are also lessened in comparison to the distance to top management, both in 

terms of local market knowledge but also in terms of physical distance i.e. time zones (Daniels, 

1987). This serves to increase a firm’s ability to respond and adapt to market changes, having a 

positive impact on the MNC’s performance (Buckley & Casson, 2001; Baum & Wally, 2003). 

“From a TCE (transaction-cost economics) perspective… a broader geographic scope leads to 

additional costs, in the sense of more severe bounded rationality constraints and the danger of 

increased sub-goal pursuit, thus requiring regional components in strategy and structure” 

(Rugman & Verbeke, 2005, p. 7).  

 

A determining factor in the perception of market changes is the role of middle or regional managers 

and their ability to influence the strategic decision-making process (Andersen, 2004). In strategic 

decision process theory, it is argued that decision makers are motivated and constrained by their 

firm’s organizational structure. This affects their level of participation in the strategy-making 

process and thus their ability to share the level of perceived strategic misfit (Baum & Wally, 2003). 

The regional solution attempts to optimize the sharing of the level of perceived strategic misfit. In 

the eyes of recent literature, the regional strategy is thus presented as an optimal strategy as a result 

of its increased efficiencies and less demanding organizational capabilities (Morrison, Ricks & 
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Roth, 1991; Yip, 1992; Rugman, 2005; Rugman & Verbeke, 2005). This reasoning can be 

paralleled to the economic superiority of the multidivisional form for domestic companies 

(Chandler, 1962; Williamson, 1985). Both organizational structures allow the firm to achieve a 

fruitful combination of economies of scale and scope while allowing a high degree of operational 

flexibility. 

 

These response strategies illustrate the wide scope of organizational structures available to a MNC 

facing a high level of external complexity. Combined with the theoretical discussion of the 

importance of strategic fit between external complexity and the internal organizational structure, 

they will lay the foundation for this paper’s analysis of the optimal response strategy. The external 

and internal sources of complexity discussed in previous literature will form the basis for the choice 

of independent variables to be investigated in this paper’s model. The model will, from an 

economic perspective, challenge the proposed responses to complexity through analyzing the cost 

structure influence of each organizational structure. The structure of the economic analysis and the 

dimensions of this paper’s model will be discussed in the following methodology section.  

3 Methodology  
The methodology section will discuss the theoretical approach of this project. It will present the 

structure of the analysis and argue for the theoretical perspectives applied and the choice of 

variables.  

3.1 Theoretical  perspectives  

This paper is a theoretical research paper built on established theoretical perspectives and empirical 

findings, which will be analyzed from an economic perspective. Complexity theory will set the 

overall framework for the external environment facing MNCs. This theory establishes the 

increasing presence of ambiguous causal links and interdependencies on a high combinatorial level 

as a result of an international presence (Rumelt, 1995; Mischen & Jackson, 2008).  This theoretical 

paradigm is coupled with contingency theory to document the need for strategic alignment between 

a MNC’s external and internal environment in terms of a theoretically optimal response strategy to 

high environmental complexity. This paper will build on strategic co-alignment literature’s main 

finding of strategic fit between the external and internal environment as the main driver of superior 

performance for MNCs (Child, 1972; Astley & Van de Ven, 1983; Luo & Park, 2001). The 
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environment-strategy-structure theory’s proposal of matching high external complexity with an 

equally complex internal structure will be challenged from a resource-based view. The resource-

based view highlights the importance of factoring in the MNC’s unique resources and thus its 

capacity to manage complexity (Schütte, 1996; Birkinshaw, Hood & Jonsson, 1998). Rugman’s 

(2005) proposition of a simplifying response strategy to external complexity will be further 

developed through an economic analysis. The analysis will consist of analyzing the influence of 

both external complexity factors and the MNC’s internal capacity for managing complexity on the 

cost structure.  

3.2 Economic  response-‐‑strategy  model  

To conduct this economic analysis of the cost structure, the underlying dynamics of the causal links 

between complexity variables and the optimal response strategy will be modeled. First, the 

delimitations of this model will be presented.  

3.2.1 Delimitations  

In this paper, we exclusively focus on MNCs. MNCs are corporations that have operations in more 

than one country (Grant, 2010). The model and cost typology developed in this paper, is 

specifically tailored towards a MNC that is exposed to a high external complexity. This means that 

this project delimits itself from dealing with 

industries such as the mining industry or the 

food and beverage industry that exclusively 

experience pressures for global integration or 

local responsiveness (Ghoshal & Nohria, 

1993). Thus this project focuses on industries 

that experience a combination of high 

pressures for both global integration and 

local responsiveness (the second quadrant in 

Figure 8) where MNCs are faced with a 

higher degree of complexity (Asmussen, 

2007).  

 

Last, this model only includes the short-term costs incurred as a result of the strategy implemented 

by the MNC. This model is static, and therefore does not include the changes in the levels of the 
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Figure 8: Focus on high complexity (Prahalad & Doz, 1987) 
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independent variables that the MNC will experience over a longer time period. Therefore this model 

will be a reflection of the level of the external complexity variables that the MNC is exposed to and 

the organizational capabilities that it possesses at a given point in time.  

3.2.2 Choice  of  variables    

The purpose of the analysis is to model the effects of external complexity variables and the MNC’s 

internal capacity to manage complexity, on the optimal organizational structure. This analysis will 

establish whether a MNC’s capacity to handle complexity has an effect on its optimal response 

strategy when facing high levels of external complexity. To conduct this analysis, the dominating 

variables composing external complexity must be identified. 

 

External complexity variables 

As highlighted by complexity theory, the main sources of complexity facing MNCs are turbulence, 

the uncertainty and ambiguity of causal links, the high level of interdependencies of strategic 

decisions and the increasingly competitive landscape and globalized market place (Feldman & 

Kanter, 1965; Svenson & Maule, 1993; Siggelkow & Rivkin, 2005; Mischen & Jackson, 2008; 

Mason, 2009). The complexity elements can be grouped into two dimensions through analyzing the 

underlying dynamics of these complexity factors. Dynamism drives this element of uncertainty and 

turbulence on an industry level through rapidly changing consumer demands, technology, product 

profitability, and competitor behavior (Duncan, 1972; Miller, 1987; Li & Liu, 2012). The 

simultaneous presence of both global integration and local responsiveness pressures creates a 

strategic pressure dichotomy. This dichotomy increases the level of causal ambiguity, which in turn 

increases the complexity of the MNC’s strategic decision-making process facing. The two 

dimensions of complexity applied in this paper are therefore the level of dynamism and the strategic 

pressure dichotomy facing MNCs. These variables are chosen based on their wide scope of 

influence in terms of complexity for the MNC.  

 

On an industry level, the diversity or scope of the firm’s operations has also been documented as a 

source of complexity, but as this remains an internal strategic decision of the firm, it will not be 

categorized as an environmental factor influencing the MNC’s external complexity level. Other 

factors such as the investment or technology intensity and the industry’s maturity level have also 

been highlighted as having a strong influence on industry level profitability, but their impact on the 

level of external complexity has not been established to the same extent as dynamism and 
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increasing pressures (Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Ghoshal & Nohria, 1993; Jap, 1999; Baum & Wally, 

2003).  Furthermore, previous studies have not focused on the MNC’s ability to manage more than 

one dimension of complexity at a time. Therefore the inclusion of two different components of 

complexity will create a more nuanced analysis with further insights as to the character of 

complexity and its influence on response strategies. This leads to the analysis of whether a MNC’s 

capacity to handle complexity is affected by the number of sources of complexity, which has not 

been previously established from a cost perspective. 

 

Internal capacity to manage complexity variable 

Schütte (1996) highlights the importance of considering the MNC’s internal capacity to manage 

complexity. Rugman (2005) discusses this capacity in terms of ‘transnational capabilities’ building 

on Prahalad and Doz’s (1987) three components of organizational capabilities to manage global 

integration and local responsiveness pressures. These components are the MNC’s ability to reflect a 

high level of change, flexibility and control in the organizational structure. For the purposes of this 

paper’s model, a MNC’s organizational capabilities are thus chosen as a representation of the 

MNC’s capacity to handle complexity. We acknowledge that the choice and specification of 

organizational capabilities has a large impact on the results of the analysis. We recognize that this 

paper’s definition of organizational capabilities is narrow in relation to organizational capabilities in 

general. However, this paper’s definition encompasses a broad scope of capabilities in relation to 

the specific context of analyzing the MNC’s complexity management capacity, which is the 

purpose of this paper’s analysis.  

 

Integrative economic response-strategy model and firm-specific contingencies 

These independent variables will thus form the external and internal factors to be investigated in the 

model. Their effect on the MNC’s cost structure will be analyzed to determine the optimal 

organizational structure as shown below in Figure 9.  

 Figure 9: Integrative economic response-strategy model 
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This paper’s analysis will also include a discussion of the moderating effects of organizational 

capabilities on the relationship between these external dimensions of complexity and the cost 

structure. In this analysis a moderator is a variable (organizational capabilities) that affects the 

direction and the strength of the relation between an independent (complexity factor) and a 

dependent variable (cost structure). Specifically within a correlational analysis framework, a 

moderator is a third variable that affects the zero-order correlation between two other variables 

(Baron & Kenny, 1986). In our project, the zero-order correlation refers to the relationship between 

the external complexity factors and the cost structure. The choice of organizational capabilities as 

the moderating factor relates back to the research gap for this paper. The emphasis for this paper is 

to understand the ability of a MNC’s complexity management capacity to influence the optimal 

organizational structure. The external components of complexity are exogenous variables, which 

are not in the control of the MNC. Therefore, the important insight is whether a firm’s level of 

organizational capabilities can moderate the influences of complexity on the MNC’s cost structure.  

3.2.3 Cost  analysis  

Both theoretically and practically, a cost perspective is highly applicable; it does however have its 

shortcomings. A comparison of the cost curves requires that they be measured and quantified in 

monetary terms, which is challenging (Kornhauser, 2000). The cost typology aims at including the 

often hidden costs associated with integration, which are notoriously hard to measure. This leads to 

a higher degree of inaccuracy and uncertainty in its estimates (Dorfman & Rothkopf, 1996). The 

argumentation will therefore be directed by an economic logic rather than being built on 

mathematical formulations. “Discrete structural analyses can often be carried out without 

elaborate mathematical apparatus or marginal calculation. In general, much cruder and simpler 

arguments will suffice to demonstrate an inequality between two quantities than are required to 

show the conditions under which these quantities are equated at the margin” (Williamson, 1991, p. 

270). The theoretical development will encompass a detailed description of the cost curves and how 

they develop when exposed to the independent variables of dynamism, an increasing pressure 

dichotomy and organizational capabilities. In addition, it will discuss whether organizational 

capabilities have a moderating effect on the relationship between the dimensions of external 

complexity and the cost structure. 
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Three movements of the net cost curves will be discussed as seen in Figure 10.  

 
 

First, the horizontal movement is observed. This corresponds to where the u-shape of the net cost 

curve has its lowest point and reflects the theoretical optimal level of integration from a cost 

perspective (i.e. cost minimization). Second, the vertical movement of the curve reflects the overall 

level of costs. If the optimum of the net cost curve moves upward, it suggests that the overall cost 

level increases. The cost typology developed for this paper incorporates not only costs but also 

sacrificed benefits, for example in the form of opportunity costs. Therefore a change in the net cost 

level can be equated to a change in the performance level for the MNC. Last, the steepness of the u-

shape indicates how severe the economic consequences are of choosing a suboptimal solution. The 

narrowing of the u-shape thus translates into an increase of the costs incurred if the MNC does not 

choose the most optimal level of integration. This corresponds to a narrower spectrum of integration 

levels that the MNC should pursue from an economical standpoint.  

 

The relationship between the independent variable being investigated and the optimal level of 

integration can also be depicted as shown below in Figure 11. This relationship shows how the 

theoretical optimal level of integration is affected by varying levels of the independent variable. It is 

constructed through a cost analysis with varying levels of the independent variable as seen in the 

left side of Figure 11. The theoretical optimal level of integration is then found for each cost curve. 

These optimal integration levels are then connected to form the relationship between the 

independent variable and the optimal integration level as seen to the right.  

 

 

 

Figure 10: Net cost movements 
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First, the purpose of this curve is to illustrate the relationship between the optimal level of 

integration and varying levels of the independent variable. Second, this serves as the foundation for 

demonstrating the moderating effect of organizational capabilities on the relationship. When the 

moderating effect of a higher level of the internal variable is analyzed, it can for example result in a 

shift in the net cost curve as seen in the left graph in Figure 12. In this example, the optimal level of 

integration is increased due to the moderating effect. This moderating effect on the optimal level of 

integration translates to the shift in the relationship between the independent variable and the 

optimal level of integration as seen to the right in Figure 12. The strength of this graph is that it 

exclusively shows the moderating effect on the optimal level of integration at varying levels of the 

independent variable.  

 

Figure 12: Moderating effect on the optimal level of integration 

Figure 11: Relationship between independent variable and optimal level of integration 
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3.3 Structure  of  theory  development  

The aim of the theory development is to establish hypotheses for the relationships between the 

independent variables and the theoretical optimal level of integration, the overall cost level and the 

economic consequences of a suboptimal level of integration. This will be done from a cost 

optimization perspective.  

Response strategies 

The first section of the theory development will be a presentation of a response strategy framework 

for MNC’s facing a high level of external complexity. The framework presents a discussion of the 

different external and internal response strategies available to the MNC.  
 

Cost typology 

Second, the existing theory in relation to cost typologies will be presented and discussed in the 

context of high complexity. The cost taxonomy developed in this paper will be an integration of 

existing terminology in international strategy literature with specific terminology developed in 

regards to the categorization of cost curves for the purpose of this research paper. The common 

taxonomy is established through a thorough review of the current literature. The background for 

these self-deployed definitions is creating concrete and applicable definitions that apply to the 

particular context of this paper. The definitions therefore support this paper’s framework, and can 

also be used in future research within the complexity research field. 
 

Scenarios 

The analysis will be conducted through a base scenario and seven independent scenarios divided 

into four parts as seen below. 

  Dynamism Pressure dichotomy  Organizational 
capabilities 

Part 0 Base Scenario Medium Medium Medium 

 Scenario 1 High Medium Medium 

Part 1 Scenario 2 Medium High Medium 

 Scenario 3 Medium Medium High 

 

Part 2 

Scenario 4 High Medium High 

Scenario 5 Medium High High 

 Scenario 6 High High Medium 

Part 3 Scenario 7 High High High 
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First, a base scenario will be developed establishing the nature of the cost curves at medium levels 

of dynamism, pressure dichotomy and organizational capabilities. The existing literature will be 

reviewed to determine the shape of the individual cost curves. Part 0 (scenario 0), will lay the 

foundation for comparative analyses with the later scenarios, establishing a baseline cost structure. 

Part 1 (scenarios 1-3) will include discrete analyses of each independent variable’s effect on the 

cost structure. Each scenario will be an analysis of the effects of increasing only one variable at a 

time to present the dynamics of each variable independently. Part 2 (scenarios 4-5) will analyze the 

moderating effects of a high level of organizational capabilities on the relationships between each 

complexity factor and the cost structure as seen in Figure 13.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part 3 (scenarios 6-7) will examine the effects of a combination of both external complexity factors 

and the moderating effect of a MNC’s capacity to manage complexity on this relationship (see 

Figure 14). Each of the parts (1-3) will close with a partial conclusion that presents an overview of 

the key findings and hypotheses of the scenarios in each section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Hypotheses in scenarios 1-5 

Figure 14: Hypotheses in scenarios 6-7 
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Combined these scenarios will present a thorough analysis of the influence of the independent 

variables on the MNC’s response strategy through a cost structure analysis. The findings of the 

theory development section will form the basis of the discussion for this paper’s theoretical 

contributions.  

4 Theory  development  

4.1 Response  strategy  framework  

MNCs facing a complex external environment have several different response strategies available 

to them. The existing response strategies presented in the literature review, can be categorized into 

an external or internal response. We will model the response strategies as seen below in Figure 15. 

4.1.1 External  response  strategy  

An external response means that a MNC actively restricts its exposure to external complexity by 

decreasing its international presence. This leads to a new strategy with a stronger focus on core 

markets rather than a rich geographic diversity. The external response strategy and its underlying 

decision dynamics will not be developed further in this paper, as this decision relates to the degree 

of internationalization and thus level of international exposure. The focus of this paper is instead on 

the optimal level of integration across an already established international presence, and thus an 

internal response strategy.  

 

Response  
strategies  to  a  

complex  
environment	

Internal  
response	

Single	 Group	 Network	

External  
response	

Reduce  external  
exposure	

 

Figure 15: Response strategies framework 
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4.1.2 Internal  response  strategies  

An internal response means to absorb the external complexity into the organizational structure. It is 

thus an attempt to reflect the external environment, which contingency theory claims leads to fit 

(Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985). The external complexity can be absorbed in the MNC’s 

organizational structure in different ways (Porter, 1996), as the MNC can organize itself with 

varying levels of internal complexity. These internal complexity levels correspond to different 

levels of integration. Consequently, the organizational structure and thus the level of integration can 

be optimized to fit the corporate strategy, which according to Ghoshal and Nohria (1993) improves 

firm performance. However, as Rugman (2005) and Schütte (1996) highlight, this absorption of 

external complexity is contingent upon a MNC’s capacity to manage this internal complexity.  

Level of integration 

Johansson and Yip (1994) see integration and responsiveness as two opposites of a scale. 

Combined, they therefore create a continuum between varying degrees of integration. This spans 

from a minimum level of integration to a high level of integration. The level of integration reflects 

how integrated the MNC’s organizational structure is, and should not be mistaken for the level of 

globalization or internationalization. This project assumes a global scale and the focus therefore 

becomes, how MNCs should cope with the level of complexity. A firm may be organized with a 

low level of integration despite being globally exposed, e.g. through a very decentralized MNC with 

minimal interaction between subsidiaries.  

 

This paper will consider integration in the organization across borders, units or functions (Dunning, 

1980; Porter, 1986 in Birkinshaw, Morrisson & Hulland, 1995). We recognize that the pressures 

can vary both on a functional and on a business unit level within a MNC, and accordingly so, the 

level of integration can differ within a MNC. The level of integration discussed in this project spans 

from a strategic to an operational level to apply a holistic approach to the costs associated with 

integration.  
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Figure 16 shows variations of response strategies reflecting its correlation to the level of integration 

and the internal complexity level.  

Single response strategy 

At a minimum level of integration, we will name the response a single response strategy. This 

response equates to a firm with a locally adapted strategy tailored specifically to each market. Thus 

representing a high degree of decentralization and autonomy. There is only a minimum level of 

integration between the MNC’s subsidiaries, as strategic initiatives are not coordinated across units. 

This strategy is chosen in response to a high level of national differences as for example seen in the 

tourism industry (Grant, 2010). A single response strategy is an example of a response strategy 

strongly favoring simplification. 

 

Group response strategy 

In between the two extremes of the integration scale is a group response strategy or a ‘fragmented’ 

approach as advocated by Rugman (2005). This entails dividing the strategic responsibilities into 

groups, which in practice for example can consist of regions with similar market structures. These 

regions are characterized by a relatively homogeneous market. The firm is thus able to decrease the 

level of external complexity that each subsidiary is exposed to through a regional organizational 

structure instead of a global structure. The group response strategy includes a broad spectrum of 

regional structures in terms of the scope. For example the size of the region can range from the 

geographic market area of Scandinavia to Europe. The smaller and more confined the geographic 

region is, the less complex the organizational structure. This is based on the assumption that the 

Figure 16: Response strategies relationship with the level of integration and internal complexity 

Low 
 

Medium High 

Level of 
integration 

Level of 
internal 
complexity 
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level of market homogeneity increases once the geographic scope decreases (Prahalad & Doz, 

1987). Large and broad markets, such as America or Asia, will therefore be exposed to a higher 

level of complexity. Thus, the group response strategy spans over a wide level of internal 

complexity.  

 

The group strategy is a common attempt to gain the best of both worlds, and is for example seen in 

the fast-food industry. The fast-food industry is often cited as a firm facing a complex environment, 

pursuing a group strategy with a “careful blend of global standardization and local adaptation” 

(Grant, 2010, p. 391). McDonald’s for example has a strategy, which entails a combination of 

globally coordinated marketing and advertising, with a large strategic emphasis on adapting their 

product variety to the individual market demands. Their menus are therefore tailored to the local 

tastes. This is particularly apparent in countries with specific requirements such as India where all 

burgers are vegetarian (Grant, 2010). 

 

Network response strategy 

A high level of integration translates to the same strategy being implemented across all subsidiaries 

(Asmussen, 2007). Emphasis is on creating a common strategy highlighting the benefits of 

achieving economies of scale and scope (Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Birkinshaw, Morrison & Hulland, 

1995). Ghoshal and Nohria (1991) advocate that the key characteristics of this organizational 

structure are its high presence of interdependencies and integrated strategic responsibilities. In our 

paper, this equates to a high level of integration. The network response strategy is often pursued in 

the consumer electronics industry (Bartlett & George, 2001), as high global integration pressures 

characterize the industry. An example of this is Acer, who initially had a very low level of 

integration, promoting independence in the pursuit of an entrepreneurial spirit (Bartlett & George, 

2001). However, due to significant problems in relation to competing on a global scale Acer 

decided to change their strategy. Instead, Acer pursued a globally integrated strategy delivering 

economies of scale through a common strategy.  

 

Choice of internal response strategy 

In this paper, we advocate that the choice of internal response strategies should be made from an 

economic perspective. Therefore the following theoretical development will be an analysis of which 

costs the MNC encounters at different levels of external complexity. In addition, the analysis will 
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reflect whether the MNC has the internal capacity to manage this complexity. The theory 

development will be spread over a series of scenarios to illustrate the significance of the individual 

variables in the theoretical discussion of the optimal level of integration, overall cost level and the 

economic impact of choosing a suboptimal integration level. This will shed light on the relationship 

between the external and internal variables and the cost structure. Thus, this analysis seeks to 

capture the nuances that characterize the MNC’s environment.  

 

First, a cost typology is developed to create an economic analysis framework for the scenarios.  

4.2 Cost  typology  

This cost typology lays the foundation for the following scenarios. Therefore, it is important to 

develop a clear and precise typology dedicated to the specific context of this paper. The cost 

framework is built on extant literature, which is then categorized into this paper’s cost typology to 

highlight the four main cost streams. The costs associated with varying levels of integration, is a 

widely discussed topic in academia, each with their own nuance of the underlying cost structure and 

varying definitions. Figure 17 displays an overview of the existing cost terminology and the 

proposed structure for this paper.  
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4.2.1 Operating  costs  

Dunning (1980) first discussed the notion of production and transfer costs in relation to the 

strategic benefits of an international presence in accordance with the eclectic paradigm. He 

highlighted the significance of the ownership- and location-specific firm factors, and suggested the 

presence of the economic advantages of internalizing transaction costs across borders (Dunning, 

1980). This underlines the potential for MNCs to utilize the differences that exist across national 

boundaries to their advantage by minimizing costs through economies of scale and scope (Teece, 

1980; Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Asmussen, 2007). Porter (1986) supported the economic discussion of 

cost minimization through an analysis of the costs associated with globalizing activities for firms. 

Existing  theoretical  cost  typology	 Proposed  cost  
analysis  structure	 Net  cost  structure	

Sum  of  the  4  
cost  curves	

Operating  costs	

Production  and  transfer  costs	
(Dunning,  1980)	

Economies  of  scale  and  scope	
(Teece,  1980;  Birkinshaw,  Morrsion  &  Hulland,  1995;  Asmussen,  2007)	

Benefits  of  integration	
(Prahalad  &  Doz,  1987)	

Opportunity  
costs	

Maladptation  costs  	
(Asmussen,  2007)	

Benefits  of  local  responsiveness  	
(Prahalad  &  Doz,  1987)	

Slack	
(Baum  &  Wally,  2003)	

Coordination  
costs	

Costs  of  administration  system  and  bureacratic  costs	
(Jones  &  Hill,  1988)	

Coordination  and  communication  costs	
(Dahlman,  1979;  Gulati  &  Singh,  1998)	

Transaction  costs	
(Coase,  1960)	

Diseconomies  of  
integration	

Slack  "ʺinefficiencies"ʺ	

Sub-‐‑optimal  decisions  and  costs  of  adjustment	
(Belle,  Tracey  &  Heide,  2009)	

Demotivation,  frustration,  management  overload	
(Williamson,  1991;  Bell,  Tracey  &  Heide,  2009)	

Figure 17: Cost typology overview 
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Production activities across borders naturally induces a level of transportation costs or transfer 

costs of goods as named by Dunning (1980). Porter (1986) however found strong evidence 

suggesting that both transportation costs and government-induced tariffs were relatively 

insignificant in comparison to the potential gains. These potential gains arise from the exploitation 

of potential scale economies created by integrating international operation (Birkinshaw, Morrsion & 

Hulland, 1995; Ghoshal, 1987). These scale economies are also a reflection of a MNC’s ability to 

achieve a comparative advantage through the exploitation of differences in factor costs (e.g. labor 

costs) across borders. This is “the most discussed, and also the best understood, source of 

competitive advantage in international business” (Ghoshal, 1987, p. 423). It is important to note 

that the ability to achieve economies of scale is industry-dependent. The ability for firms to achieve 

economies of scale is increased with a higher level of fixed costs and high knowledge fungibility 

(Asmussen, Foss & Pedersen, 2008). An example of this type of industry is the pharmaceutical 

industry, where there are extremely high R&D costs (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). This will be discussed 

further in scenario 2.  

 

To provide a holistic cost perspective, these production costs are complemented by the costs of 

other activities along the value chain such as R&D and supporting business functions such as 

marketing (Porter & Millar, 2001).  Combined these costs relate to the operations of the MNC and 

are categorized as operating costs.  

4.2.2 Opportunity  costs  

As mentioned above, operating costs are primarily driven by the benefits of economies of large-

scale production gained by producing for a global market (Dunning, 1980). This means that 

operating costs capture the benefits of global integration (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). It does however 

not capture the other side of the coin, namely the benefits of local adaptation. It thus neglects the 

sacrifice that MNCs must make when pursuing scale economies. This sacrifice is caused by a lack 

of adaptation to the local market and the resulting decrease in demand (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). 

These costs can be extremely difficult to measure and quantify, as there is often a high level of 

causal ambiguity of a strategy’s impact in a complex environment (Asmussen, 2007).   

 

Opportunity costs are defined as the costs of rejecting the most valued alternative or opportunity 

(Buchanan 2008). Asmussen (2007) refers to these costs as maladaptation costs. “When the actual 

strategies of the firm, are not the same as the locally required strategies, performance suffers. For 
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instance, the more the firm’s products or marketing diverges from local customer preferences, the 

lower the demand. This lack of local responsiveness will be called the maladaptation” (p. 101). 

Opportunity costs are thus the result of implementing a strategy that does not lead to the most 

optimal locally adapted strategy. Consequentially, this causes a loss in demand for the MNC’s 

products or services. These costs represent the trade-off between global integration and local 

responsiveness (Devinney, Midgley & Venaik 2000; Asmussen, 2007). This means that firms need 

to choose between low-cost production and differentiation. This notion again reflects the trade-off 

that MNCs must make. The presence of this trade-off is a direct result of the strategic dichotomy 

facing MNCs (Prahalad & Doz, 1987).  

 

In addition to trade-off costs, there are increased inefficiencies associated with knowledge exchange 

once the level of integration increases across subsidiaries. An example of this is delays to the 

strategic decision-making process. Ghoshal, Korine and Szulanski (1994) argue that the intensified 

global competition facing MNCs, makes slack (or time delay) “increasingly unaffordable and 

interdependencies are unavoidable without severe efficiency penalties” (p. 97). Slack in the 

strategic decision-making process is particularly costly in a complex environment (Baum & Wally, 

2003), which is the context for MNCs today (Grant, 2010). 

 

The costs of sacrifice of local adaptation will thus be referred to as opportunity costs. This cost of 

integration aspect is important to include in the net gain analysis as the opportunity costs counters 

the cost reductions of global integration.  

4.2.3 Coordination  costs    

In conjunction to the operating and opportunity costs identified above, several theorists have 

stressed the importance of the costs associated with the physical exchange of information between 

subsidiaries (Coase, 1960; Dahlman, 1979; Jones & Hill, 1988; Ghoshal & Nohria, 1989; Buckley 

& Casson, 1976). Coase pioneered this transaction cost approach (TCE) in 1960, by defining the 

term transaction costs as the costs incurred “in order to carry out a market transaction it is 

necessary to inform people that one wishes to deal and on what terms, to conduct negotiations 

leading to a bargain, to draw up the contract, to undertake the inspection needed to make sure that 

the terms of the contract are being observed, and so on” (Coase, 1960, p. 114).  
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This cost taxonomy also includes the costs of ensuring strategic alignment. These strategic costs 

encompass the costs of communicating market demands, the strategic decision-making process and 

the implementation of the strategy locally (Andersen, 2004). The costs of internally communicating 

market demands and mapping the external environment are the direct result of asymmetric 

information between two parties. These communication costs can be broken down into search and 

information costs, bargaining and decision costs, and policing and enforcement costs (Dahlman, 

1979; Jones & Hill, 1988). These costs arise due to the complexity of the process and more 

specifically the bounded rationality of the individuals involved, opportunistic behavior, uncertainty 

and complexity, and information impactedness (Blomqvist, Kylaheiko & Virolainen, 2002).  

 

The strategic process costs can be paralleled to administrative costs, as defined by Ghoshal and 

Nohria (1989). Administrative costs cover the resources spent on managing the actual knowledge 

exchange in terms of the administrative tasks associated with both planning, facilitating and 

monitoring. “The costs associated with administrative complexity are significant” (Ghoshal & 

Nohria, 1993, p. 32). Jones and Hill (1988) label these administrative costs as monitoring costs or 

bureaucratic costs. Buckley and Casson (1976) label the costs associated with these transactions as 

communication costs. This emphasizes the knowledge transfer aspect and the need for actively 

managing this process.  

 

Gulati and Singh (1998) employed a cost perspective to analyze the cost structure in alliances. This 

perspective builds on the same foundation as communicating across subsidiaries, markets or 

national borders. Their proposed typology of coordination costs is therefore also applicable in this 

setting. Gulati and Singh (1998) argue that coordination costs “arise from interdependence of tasks 

across organizational boundaries and the related complexity of ongoing activities to be completed 

jointly or individually” (p. 781). To ensure employees’ motivation for coordinating internally, 

Williamson (1991) highlights the importance of incentive alignment in coordinating respects. 

Common to the theoretical discussions of coordination costs is their emphasis on including them in 

the MNC’s net costs. Furthermore, they highlight the lack of transparency and management 

dilemma with measuring these costs (Rugman & Verbeke, 2003; Rugman & Oh, 2010). 

 

This paper’s definition of coordination costs reflects a holistic approach. This means it 

encompasses both the transaction cost perspective and the costs of the strategic decision-making 
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process. In addition, it includes the resources utilized to ensure the optimization of these processes. 

Last, it also covers the maintenance and implementation of incentive schemes encouraging internal 

knowledge transfers.  

4.2.4 Diseconomies  of  integration  

So far, the costs discussed only represent the costs associated with a successful strategic decision-

making process. However, these costs do not encompass the additional potential costs resulting 

from implementing sub-optimal decisions. Sub-optimal decisions are based on transferred 

knowledge or best practices with low congruence and fungibility from other subsidiaries. This leads 

to a strategic misfit with the local external environment (Bell, Tracey & Heide, 2009). It is thus the 

consequences of a poor knowledge transfer process. This can either be due to the quality and 

applicability of the knowledge or the result of a failed transfer process.  

 

An example of these failure costs is the need to make a post implementation adjustment to the 

strategy. This adjustment is caused by the original strategy being ill suited to local market 

conditions or local consumer tastes, thus resulting in additional costs. These costs cover the need to 

re-launch market strategies with a more optimal strategic fit, but they also include the costs 

resulting from management and employee frustration, demotivation and paralyzation (Williamson, 

1991; Bell, Tracey & Heide, 2009). This frustration can have dire consequences for coordination 

efforts and motivation both in the short and long-term. These costs are rarely measured and can 

therefore be described as hidden costs. By isolating the diseconomies of integration, they are more 

transparent and it becomes easier to see how different variables affect these costs. 

 

Simon (1972) has further contributed to the discussion of diseconomies. He highlights the risk of 

management information overload, which he refers to as bounded rationality. This exists when 

managers are confronted with increased decision-making inputs, which forces them to simplify 

potential outcomes as they are not capable of comprehending the total effects. Bounded rationality 

increases as integration across subsidiaries increases. Managements’ attention is naturally limited 

and selective in focus (Ambos & Birkinshaw, 2010), which opens up to a wider discussion of the 

numerous power struggles and issue-selling challenges facing integrated subsidiaries. While 

recognizing that these issue-selling challenges exist, this paper will not discuss these issues further. 

We do however acknowledge their presence and the established relationship of these issues 

increasing with a higher level of complexity (Arvidsson, 1999). The rising level of complexity that 
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follows from integration also leads to a higher likelihood of mismatch and bad practice transfer 

between subsidiaries. Combined these additional adjustment costs, employee demotivation and 

mismatch costs, can be categorized as diseconomies of integration, representing the failure costs 

resulting from a less than optimal internal integration in a MNC.   

 

Thus the proposed typology consists of operating costs, opportunity costs, coordination costs, and 

diseconomies of integration.   
 

Economic analysis 

The developed typology thus lays the foundation for the cost analysis in the scenarios below. 

However, an economic analysis entails a discussion of revenue, cost streams and net gains. For the 

purposes of this paper, the benefits (revenue streams) that are achieved by a MNC at different levels 

of integration are already reflected in the cost typology. For example, the benefits achieved through 

economies of scale and scope, often referred to as the benefits of global integration, are captured in 

the operating cost curve. The benefits of local responsiveness are reflected in the opportunity cost 

curve. This inclusion of benefits in the cost analysis provides a holistic cost-benefit analysis to the 

scenarios, where benefits appear as a lowering of costs in relation to the integration level. 

Therefore, the optimum of the net cost curve can be interpreted as corresponding to the most 

optimal level of integration in terms of economic performance of the firm.  

 

The costs of integrating units within an MNC can be analyzed through the above categorization of 

costs. Operating costs represent the positive influence on costs associated with higher level of 

integration. In contrast, opportunity costs, coordination costs and diseconomies of integration 

highlight the extra costs inflicted on a MNC at higher levels of integration. The reasoning for 

splitting the consequences of integration into four distinct curves is to emphasize their unique 

contribution to the cost structure. This also increases the transparency of the hidden costs, focusing 

management’s attention on all areas requiring active management. Furthermore, the impact of the 

independent variables varies in relation to each of these cost curves individually. Thus to strengthen 

the precision of the argumentation, the impact of each independent variable will be discussed 

separately for the individual cost. Once the foundation of argumentation is laid for the effects of 

each variable in scenarios 0 to 3, a more holistic discussion of the mechanisms will be applied in 

scenarios 4 to 7.  
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4.3 Part  0  

Establishment of the relationship between the independent variables and the cost structure 

The above developed cost typology and categorization creates the framework for this paper. Part 0 

lays the groundwork for the comparative cost analysis, establishing a theoretical discussion of the 

relationship between the individual cost curves and the level of integration. The individual cost 

curves are first shown separately, where we take a closer look at the individual cost relationship, 

and they are then combined in a net cost curve.  

4.3.1 Scenario  0  –  Base  scenario  

The effect of a medium level of the independent variables on the cost structure 

The base scenario will form the starting point for a comparative analysis. All the independent 

variables, i.e. dynamism, pressure dichotomy and organizational capabilities, are therefore set at a 

medium level. A medium level of dynamism equates to an industry characterized by gradual 

developments in technology, demand, product profitability and competitor behavior. An example of 

this type of industry is the measuring instruments industry (Andersen, 2004). A medium level of 

pressure dichotomy refers to an industry that faces both pressure for local responsiveness and global 

integration. The level of pressures facing them is at medium level (i.e. in the middle of the IR 

framework). This could for example be the telecom equipment industry (Grant, 2010). A medium 

level of organizational capabilities corresponds to the MNC’s organizational structure reflecting a 

medium level of control, change and flexibility. 

 Dynamism Pressure dichotomy  Organizational capabilities 

Base Scenario Medium Medium Medium 

4.3.1.1 Cost  analysis  

Operating costs  

Operating costs are defined as the costs related to producing the MNC’s products or services. 

Included in these costs are also R&D, marketing, advertising and HR costs. Operating costs (C) 

consist of a combination of fixed costs (F) and variable costs (product quantity (Q) and unit costs 

(c)).  

𝐶 = 𝐹 + 𝑐  ×  𝑄 

Thus the average costs (AC) can be expressed as: 

𝐴𝐶 =
𝐹
𝑄 + 𝑐 
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As the production quantity increases, the fixed costs are spread over a larger volume and 

consequently the fixed cost allocation for each individual product decreases. At a high quantity 

level, the average costs begin to approximate 

the unit costs. This means that no further 

reduction in average costs can be achieved. 

This is referred to as the minimum efficient 

scale (MES). The industry’s influence on the 

cost structure, especially in terms of the 

MES, will be discussed further in scenario 2. 

The concept of MES is easiest to apply in 

manufacturing plants (Scherer et al., 1975), 

as the costs can be measured with an 

adequate level of accuracy. This established 

relationship between average cost and the quantity can be seen in Figure 18.  

 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss costs in a wider range of functions. Therefore, we will apply 

a broader interpretation of the cost curve. Therefore the operating costs in this paper reflect the 

MNC’s ability to achieve economies of scale and scope not only in production, but also across 

business functions in varying degrees (Birkinshaw, Morrison & Hulland, 1995). In industries such 

as electronics, the critical scale advantage is in production, whereas the critical scale advantage for 

packed consumer goods is marketing (Grant, 2010).  

 

Moving upstream on the value chain, economies of scale can also be achieved in the form of 

acquiring raw materials or other necessary inputs through bulk buying resulting in lower average 

unit costs. Downstream, the same logic can be applied to the distribution channel and additional 

services delivered to the customer. Support functions such as finance, HR and marketing 

departments are also able to spread their costs over a larger unit base through the integration of 

subsidiaries (Birkinshaw, Morrison & Hulland, 1995). Evidence for economies of scale and scope 

has been proven across a wide range of industries. Industries characterized by a high level of fixed 

costs (extensive R&D expenses, investments in machinery or large-scale branding efforts) 

achieving the steepest curve (Martins, Scarpetta & Pilat, 1996; Birkinshaw, Morrison & Hulland, 
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Figure 18: Economies of scale 
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1995). In this regard, a steep curve translates to the MNC’s ability to achieve economies of scale 

and scope efficiently. 

 

The relationship between the total operating costs and the level of subsidiary integration is 

predominantly characterized by increasing returns to scale. In other words, the fixed cost level and 

economies of scale and scope are the major drivers behind the shape of the operating costs curve 

(Birkinshaw, Morrison & Hulland, 1995). Theory and empirical evidence suggest that economies of 

scale and scope are “positively associated with the global integration of business activities” 

(Birkinshaw, Morrison & Hulland, 1995, p. 643).  

 

At a low level of integration, each subsidiary incurs a high level of costs of conducting all business 

activities across the value chain. This high level of costs is a result of the small quantity to be 

produced at each single subsidiary. This leads to less bulk buying and less bargaining power and 

thus higher input costs (Porter, 1979). Therefore, the operating cost curve intersects at a high level 

with the vertical axis. Once the level of integration increases, the MNC can coordinate between the 

subsidiaries and produce in larger batch sizes, allowing them to achieve economies of scale and 

scope (Prahalad & Doz, 1987).  

 

Birkinshaw, Morrison and Hulland (1995) 

have empirically documented that the most 

influential cost driver in terms of total costs 

in relation to the level of integration is by 

far economies of scale. “The economies of 

scale factor emerges as the single most 

important” (p. 649). This paper 

acknowledges that the degree of ability to 

achieve economies of scale is industry 

dependent. However, in their empirical 

study, Birkinshaw, Morrison and Hulland 

(1995) establish that despite these industry variations, economies of scale have a strong influence 

on the total costs across a broad range of industries. In the cost curve model developed in this paper, 
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this translates to the high vertical level of the operating costs curve in relation to the other cost 

curves discussed below.  

 

Opportunity costs 

Opportunity costs are in this paper defined as the costs of sacrificing local responsiveness benefits. 

If a firm is organized with a low level of integration the firm is better able to respond to local needs, 

which is due to local strategic decision-making (Asmussen, 2007). Therefore, the opportunity costs 

are low or even non-existing. If the firm instead chooses to organize itself with a high level of 

integration (this could be in the form of a network organization), the individual firm is not capable 

of independently responding to local demands (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). By not considering local 

demands in a given country or region (e.g. in regards to product attitudes, advertising campaigns 

and distribution channel policies), there is a risk of strategic misfit (Prahalad & Doz, 1987, 

Asmussen, 2007). This risk of misfit is between the chosen strategy and the local market’s 

demands. This risk increases, when the level of integration increases. This is due to the increased 

level of differing local tastes and preferences that a global strategy must encompass at higher levels 

of integration (Asmussen, 2007). This leads to the proposal of a MNC incurring high opportunity 

costs when pursuing an integration strategy.  

 

Between the two extremes is a medium level of integration. When increasing the level of 

integration from a low to a medium level of integration, the opportunity costs increase due to less 

strategic fit with the local market. This effect is amplified when moving from a medium to high 

level of integration. This is due to the drastic increase in market differentiation when increasing the 

level of integration further. This argument is 

based on the established differences in 

markets being less pronounced regionally 

than globally (Rugman, 2005). In addition, 

the fungibility of knowledge decreases along 

the level of integration. In other words, a 

firm with a subsidiary in Denmark, may 

generate best practices that will offer 

useable standards and knowledge for other 

Scandinavian subsidiaries. However, it may 
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not be applicable for the MNC’s Asian subsidiaries. Thus the shape of the opportunity costs curve 

approximates an exponential function.   

 

Coordination costs 

Coordination costs were defined as the costs associated with the actual information exchange 

internally in a MNC, the strategic decision-making process, the administrative costs and the 

resources spent on ensuring an effective internal knowledge transfer. When a MNC is organized 

with a low level of integration, it still experiences coordination costs as a result of the local 

knowledge transfer process internally in the subsidiary. These coordination costs are nevertheless 

low as a result of the low degree of information asymmetry between the local employees (Jones & 

Hill, 1988). It is physically easier to make the information exchange due to the close physical 

proximity of the employees causing the communication costs to decrease (Hahn, Doh & 

Bunyaratavej, 2009). The administrative costs also decrease due to less planning, facilitation and 

monitoring.  

 

However, as the level of integration increases, the complexity of the knowledge transfer process 

increases as well and with it coordination costs (Jones & Hill, 1988; Gulati & Singh, 1998). 

Coordination costs and transaction costs rise with internal complexity (Williamson, 1975). This 

dependence between the level of integration and coordination costs is primarily due to the decrease 

in transparency, decrease in fungibility and 

congruence of knowledge, increase in 

information asymmetry, and the increasing 

administrative and monitoring costs 

(Asmussen, Foss & Pedersen, 2008). As the 

level of integration increases, the level of 

complexity increases exponentially due to 

the combinatorial characteristic of 

complexity as seen in Figure 21 (Rumelt, 

1995; Mischen & Jackson, 2008).  
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Diseconomies of integration 

One of the major consequences of a high level of internal complexity is the increased risk of 

perception gaps between coordinating units (Rugman, 2005). These perception gaps lead to failure 

costs due to suboptimal strategies. As the level of integration increases, the differences between 

subsidiaries increase from an internal and external point of view. As documented in the pressures 

for local responsiveness discussion, the applicability and thus the value of transferred knowledge 

decreases with a rising level of integration. This is due to decreasing fungibility and congruence 

(Asmussen, Foss & Pedersen, 2008). But also internal differences in national cultures create an 

additional barrier for transferring knowledge (Hofstede, 1983). This translates to an increased 

likelihood of implementing a strategy that does not fit the local environment. These adjustment 

strategies raise the need for altering strategies post the initial implementation. This incurs additional 

implementation costs and the costs associated with market delay in the form of lost market 

opportunities. IKEA has experienced the above-mentioned misfit, when they tried to apply a global 

strategy to the Chinese retail market, as “Global retailers – such as IKEA – are argued to achieve 

high benefits from integration and display low levels of local responsiveness” (Burt, Johansson & 

Thelander, 2011, p. 192). However, the Chinese market had high pressures for local responsiveness 

in regards to the product portfolio and price. As IKEA had a high level of integration, the 

expectations for benefits were not fulfilled and an adjustment strategy was needed to ensure a 

strategic fit with local market demands. As a result of the readjustment strategy, large diseconomies 

of integration were incurred.  

 

In addition to these strategic misfit costs are 

the costs caused by management and 

employee frustration as a result of the 

strategic misfit. Demoralization costs as 

named by Williamson (1991), increase the 

length of the post-strategic decision-making 

process attempting to realign the strategy 

with the local market. This further increases 

the time to market, worsening the MNC’s 

competitive position.  
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The level of diseconomies of integration costs with no integration between subsidiaries is zero, as 

there are no misfit costs when there is no information exchange between subsidiaries and therefore 

no negative repercussions of strategic misfit. The cost function is also an exponentially shaped 

curve as the risk of strategic misfit is argued to increase as the level of internal complexity 

increases.  

 

Net costs 

To gain an overview of the net cost structure and its development in connection to the level of 

integration, the four cost curves above are 

combined and summed in a net cost curve as 

shown in Figure 23. This encapsulates the 

essence of the net costs and how they 

develop across the different levels of 

integration, in the pursuit of identifying a 

theoretical optimal integration level for 

MNCs. The u-shaped curve indicates that 

MNCs minimize costs at the lowest point of 

the net cost curve. This point is referred to 

as the theoretical optimal level of 

integration. Before (after) this point, it becomes costly to integrate less (more). It should also be 

noted that the largest differences in cost levels appear at the extremes of integration. This suggests 

that these extreme organizational structures are not able to achieve any of the potential cost savings 

of the opposite strategy. Through the argumentation presented in the cost analysis, the optimal level 

of integration when all variables are set to a medium level is found at a medium level of integration. 

A medium level of integration is thus proposed to decrease the negative effects of both extremes 

while gaining most of the benefits of the two opposing organizational structures as supported by 

Asmussen (2007). This view is also shared by Rugman and Verbeke (2008), as they claim, “there is 

no evidence to support the need for the transnational solution. Instead, the world’s largest firms 

need a regional solution to strategy and structure” (p. 312). Furthermore, Morrison, Ricks & Roth 

(1991) have documented the increasing application of a regional level of integration (medium level 

of integration), rather than purely global strategies (high level of integration).  
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These above findings will serve as the basis for comparison for the following scenarios where the 

levels of the independent variables are changed to high.  

4.4 Part  1  

Analysis of the effect of each independent variable on the cost structure 

The base scenario developed above serves as the foundation for a comparative analysis, with all 

independent variables at a medium level. The following two scenarios will analyze the effect of 

external complexity dimensions on the MNC’s cost structure. The third scenario will vary the level 

of organizational capabilities. 

4.4.1 Scenario  1  –  Dynamism  

The effect of dynamism on the cost structure 

The first external complexity dimension is dynamism. This external factor is important in the 

strategic decision-making process for MNCs, because it increases the difficulty of understanding 

the external environment (Baum & Wally, 2003). Furthermore, its relevance in terms of its 

influence on the level of external complexity has been cemented in today’s business context, which 

is characterized by the aftermath of the financial crisis. This has caused rapid changes and has even 

crumbled the market foundations that many MNCs have built their global strategies upon (Zook & 

Allen, 2010). Therefore, dynamism is perceived as an important variable in relation to the 

organizational structure and will be analyzed in the following. 

4.4.1.1 Cost  analysis  

To analyze the effect of dynamism on the theoretical optimal level of integration from a cost 

perspective, the level of dynamism will be varied from medium to high. A high level of dynamism 

characterizes an industry experiencing significant changes within a shorter time span. This could for 

example be the consumer electronics or the personal computer industry (Hill & Jones, 2008). This 

market is constantly evolving in relation to changes in technology and consumer demand, product 

profitability, and competitors’ behavior (Duncan, 1972; Miller, 1987; Andersen, 2004; Li & Liu 

2012).  

 Dynamism Pressure dichotomy  Organizational capabilities 

Base Scenario Medium Medium Medium 

Scenario 1 High Medium Medium 
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Operating costs 

The operating cost curve is predominantly characterized by economies of scale and scope 

(Birkinshaw, Morrison & Hulland, 1995). A MNC’s ability to achieve economies of scale and 

scope is defined by its ability to lower the average unit cost. In a dynamic environment, the 

evolution of technology depreciates the value and use of the MNC’s existing manufacturing 

equipment and know-how, as this becomes obsolete (Baum & Wally, 2003). New technology may 

therefore become superior and as this new technology is available to the MNC and its competitors, 

it places a significant amount of pressure on the MNC to adopt the new standards to remain 

competitive. This decreases the MNC’s 

ability of lowering the average unit costs, as 

the MNC is required to constantly make 

additional investments in technology, 

capabilities and new products. This 

increases the overall fixed cost level.  

 

A similar argument is applicable in terms of 

changes in consumer demand and product 

profitability. Both changes require 

adjustments in product offerings and thus 

strategy. A constant need to change the product or service palette decreases the volume of similar 

products or services to be produced (Andersen. 2004). This reduces the MNC’s opportunities for 

achieving economies of scale and scope also in terms of marketing, advertising and R&D (Prahalad 

& Doz, 1987). This is particularly evident if the MNC pursues a high level of integration. Due to 

the increase in fixed costs and the decrease in quantity per product or service type, the MNC is not 

able to achieve the same degree of cost reductions from further integration. Thus, there are two 

effects causing operating costs to increase. First, the depreciation of equipment and know-how 

causes the fixed costs to increase. Second, the rapid change in demand and product profitability 

causes the product life cycle to shorten. Thus, the effect of an increased industry level dynamism is 

a decrease in the MNC’s ability to achieve economies of scale and scope. This reduces the potential 

cost savings of further integration on operating costs. This corresponds to an increase in the overall 

operating cost level. This is more evident at higher integration levels as depicted in Figure 24 due 

to the decrease in the MNC’s inability to achieving economies of scale and scope.   
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Opportunity costs 

The opportunity cost curve represents the costs associated with sacrificing local adaptation for a 

higher level of global integration. In a dynamic environment, the strategy required to adapt to 

market conditions is rapidly changing. The development of costs as a consequence of increased 

dynamism has two aspects.  

 

First, at high levels of integration, the decision rights are removed from lower level managers. 

Instead, the strategy is driven through integrating a wide scope of managers, in an attempt to ensure 

global strategy alignment. In an industry characterized by dynamism, the lower involvement of 

local managers results in a decrease in the knowledge sharing of changes in customer demands and 

product profitability. Thus, the pursuit of a standardized strategy in a dynamic environment 

increases the likelihood of strategic misfit with the individual local market leading to lower 

demands (Fredrickson, 1984; Fredrickson & Mitchell, 1984; Huber, 1990; Andersen, 2004). This is 

the consequence of strategic misfit, as the fit with the local market is sacrificed in an attempt to 

pursue global integration. Once local adaptation is sacrificed, demand decreases, which leads to 

increased opportunity costs. 

 

Second, is the increased economic consequence of a longer period of strategic misfit in dynamism. 

When the MNC pursues a higher level of 

integration the decision-making process 

becomes less efficient as a larger number of 

managers are involved (Andersen, 2004). 

The reasoning behind this is that it “imposes 

additional negotiation and information 

processing needs on the organization. An 

integrative strategy formation process 

incorporating planning and participatory 

decision making may, therefore, be more 

time-consuming and resource demanding 

and hence less effective” (Andersen, 2004, p. 1280). This additional time factor, from an 

observation of a market change to the implementation of a realigned strategy, increases the time 
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span where the MNC has strategic misfit with the market. This increases the time period where the 

MNC foregoes the opportunities that lie in the changed industry demands, thereby increasing 

opportunity costs (Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985; Galbraith & Kazanjian, 1986). The combined effect 

of dynamism is an increase in the steepness of the opportunity cost curve as the level of integration 

increases.  

 

Coordination costs 

The type of coordination that takes place in a dynamic industry is predominantly adaptive strategy 

making, or emergent strategies as defined by Mintzberg (1978). “Larger established firms in 

relatively stable and predictable industries were more inclined to plan strategic actions while 

adaptive strategy making applied more to firms operating in dynamic industries where strategic 

initiatives emerged in response to changing conditions” (Andersen, 2004, p. 1272). Building on 

this notion, the emergent strategic process will be central in this paper’s discussion of the 

coordination costs in a dynamic industry.  

 

The formation of new strategies is frequently required in response to changes in technology, 

consumer demand, competitor behavior, or product profitability (Duncan, 1972; Miller, 1987; 

Andersen, 2004; Li & Luo 2012). MNCs operating in an industry with a high level of dynamism are 

forced to engage in a higher degree of coordination to ensure continual strategic fit with these 

changing market conditions (Rahmen & Feis, 2009). Thus, it is argued that dynamism requires an 

increased quantity of coordination between 

subsidiaries to retain strategic alignment 

(Eisenhardt, 1989). This leads to an increase 

in the coordination cost level. As more 

subsidiaries (i.e. increasing the level of 

integration) are included in the strategic 

decision-making process, the quantity of 

market changes that the strategy must reflect 

increases. This is proposed to have a 

negative effect on the efficiency of the 

decision-making process. “The greater the variation in the routine which is required in response to 

variation in environmental circumstances, the lower is integrating efficiency likely to be” (Grant, 
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1996, p. 381). According to organizational theory (Thompson, 1966), the formation of strategy in 

an integrated organizational structure through the “informal communication required to coordinate 

mutual adjustments is relatively costly” (Andersen, 2004, p. 1278). This highlights the lack of 

efficiencies in coordination between a broad scope of markets in dynamic environments (Andersen, 

2004). Thus, the combined effect of dynamism on the coordination cost curve is a general increase 

in the cost level, with an amplified effect at higher integration levels. This cost increase stems from 

the increased internal complexity that the strategic decision-making process must encompass, at 

higher integration levels.  

 

Diseconomies of integration 

Due to a high level of dynamism, the implemented strategy has a higher likelihood of being ill 

suited to the local conditions, creating the need for a re-alignment strategies raising additional costs. 

As with coordination costs, dynamism serves as an amplifier for diseconomies of integration. When 

local managers are authorized to make strategic decisions based on external changes, “they increase 

the effectiveness of the responsive actions and enhance organizational efficiencies” (Andersen, 

2004, p. 1287). The negative effect of dynamism is therefore not as pronounced at lower levels of 

integration where local managers are 

actively involved in the strategic process.  

 

In a dynamic environment where emergent 

strategy processes are in focus (Mintzberg, 

1978; Wooldridge and Floyd, 1989), it is 

important for a company to have a broader 

perception and understanding of the external 

environment. This can be achieved by 

actively involving local management in the 

decision-making process. If local managers 

are not actively involved in the decision-making process or their local market insights are not 

incorporated into the adopted strategy, frustration and demotivation occurs (Westley, 1990; 

Williamson, 1991; Sims, 1996). This frustration is the result of not being able to influence the 

MNC’s chosen strategy in a direction that corresponds to the local manager’s market change 

observations. Their inability to influence the strategy reduces their ability to respond optimally to 
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local market conditions. Thus they are held accountable for local sales and performance, but their 

removed decision-rights limit them from influencing the chosen strategy. This is proposed to have a 

negative impact on their motivation and efficiency, resulting in higher diseconomies of integration. 

This tendency is particularly the case at higher levels of integration, where the strategy is more 

standardized and thus less adapted to the local changing conditions. These effects cause an increase 

in the diseconomies of integration. This effect is most pronounced at higher integration levels as 

seen in Figure 27. 

 

Net costs 

The above analysis reveals a general elevation in the net costs as a result of increasing dynamism. 

Dynamism amplifies opportunity costs, coordination costs and the diseconomies of integration at 

higher integration levels. The above cost 

analysis thus suggests that an increase in the 

level of dynamism decreases the theoretical 

optimal level of integration that a MNC 

should pursue in response to this dimension 

of external complexity. This relationship can 

also be seen in Figure 29.  

 

The finding of dynamism leading to a 

decrease in the theoretical optimal level of 

integration is empirically supported by 

Andersen (2004). His study of 185 

manufacturing organizations demonstrated a 

statistically significant dependence between 

a decentralized decision structure and a 

higher performance in a dynamic industry 

(Andersen, 2004). These findings also 

reflect the observation by Grant (1996), that 

dynamism demands strategic flexibility in 

the organizational structure, which correlates 

to lower levels of strategic integration.  
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In addition, the analysis indicated that the 

overall cost level across all levels of 

integration increased. This is due to the 

frequent need to realign the strategic fit with 

the external environment. This is most 

effectively done through a structure that 

favors emergent strategies. Last, the analysis 

suggests that dynamism amplifies the 

increase in costs at higher levels of 

integration. This increases the economic 

consequence of choosing a too high level of integration, when exposed to dynamism. This leads to 

the formulation of the following hypotheses.  

 

Hypothesis 1. The effects of dynamism are amplified at higher levels of integration. 

Hypothesis 1a. Dynamism decreases the theoretical optimal level of integration.  

Hypothesis 1b. Dynamism increases the overall cost function level. 

Hypothesis 1c. Dynamism increases the economic consequences of a suboptimal level of 

integration.  

The relationships between dynamism and the cost structure suggested above will form the 

foundation for the analysis of the moderating effect of organizational capabilities on this 

relationship in scenario 4.  

4.4.2 Scenario  2  –  Pressure  dichotomy  

The effect of an increasing pressure dichotomy on the cost structure 

Following from the discussion of dynamism as an external factor shaping the complexity of the 

MNC landscape, scenario 2 will develop this external analysis further by analyzing the effect of an 

increasing pressure dichotomy. MNCs are exposed to varying degrees of pressures driving different 

market structures, which fluctuate considerably between industries (Vernon, 1966; Porter, 1980; 

Birkinshaw, Morrison & Hulland, 1995). To understand how an increasing pressure dichotomy 

influences the optimal organizational structure, a cost analysis will be conducted. This will reveal 
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the theoretical optimal level of integration, the influence on the overall cost level and economic 

effect of not choosing the optimal integration level.  

 

According to contingency theory, industry 

structure (shaped by industry pressures) has an 

indirect effect on organizational performance 

mediated through the firm’s strategy and 

organizational structure (Birkinshaw, Morrison 

& Hulland, 1995). These industry pressures have 

been categorized into global integration 

pressures and local responsiveness pressures as 

presented by Prahalad and Doz (1987). Both 

pressures have been further divided by their 

influence on the MNC’s operations or strategy 

as presented in the literature review. The focus 

of this paper is exclusively on the second quadrant, which is characterized by both high pressures 

for global integration and local responsiveness. Within this quadrant there exists a variety of 

scenarios with different balances of industry pressures. The dotted line in Figure 31 represents 

industries characterized by an equal balance of global integration and local responsiveness 

pressures. The external complexity level increases as the level of both pressures increases as one 

moves towards the upper right-hand corner of quadrant 2. As one moves further away from the 

dotted line to either side, a dominating pressure begins to emerge. This translates to diminishing the 

level of uncertainty for management, thereby reducing complexity (Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Mischen 

& Jackson, 2008).   

 

Equality of pressures has been argued to create a trade-off between strategies favoring global 

integration versus local responsiveness (Devinney, Midgley & Venaik, 2000; Asmussen, 2007). The 

equal high pressures force the MNC to “simultaneously focus their attention on aspects of the 

business that require global integration and aspects that demand local responsiveness” (Prahalad 

& Doz, 1987, p. 25). This duality creates complexity for management. This is the result of an 

increased causal ambiguity leading to a lack of transparency in the decision-making process, as the 

consequences of a decision cannot be predicted (Siggelkow & Rivkin, 2005). The dilemma for 

Figure 31: Pressure dichotomy 
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management becomes which level of integration that should be pursued to maximize the benefits of 

both strategies while minimizing costs. Scenario 2 will thus shed light on this issue by analyzing the 

effects of an increasing pressure dichotomy facing the MNC.  

4.4.2.1 Cost  analysis  

The cost analysis will be conducted for a MNC facing a high level of pressure dichotomy.  

 Dynamism Pressure dichotomy  Organizational capabilities 

Base Scenario Medium Medium Medium 

Scenario 2 Medium High Medium 

 

The presence of high pressures for both strategies in the same industry typically manifests itself 

differently in each segment of the value chain and supporting business activities (Prahalad & Doz, 

1987; Asmussen, 2007). Business functions such as marketing and sales usually display larger 

pressures for local responsiveness while manufacturing demonstrates pressures for economies of 

scale through higher integration (Birkinshaw, Morrison & Hulland, 1995). The effect of high global 

integration pressures will therefore appear in the operating cost curve while the simultaneous 

presence of high local responsiveness pressures dictates the analysis in terms of the opportunity and 

diseconomies of integration costs. Furthermore, the scope of coordination costs as presented in this 

paper, are influenced by both pressures through their impact on the required coordination level. The 

cost analysis will thus be a reflection of the dilemma facing the MNC of trying to gain benefits 

from matching both pressures with no apparent or clear-cut strategic choice. 

 

Operating costs 

As argued in the base scenario, the operating cost curve is predominantly characterized by the 

prospect of and ability to achieve economies of scale and scope (Teece, 1980; Asmussen, 2007). 

Therefore, the operating costs are primarily driven by the presence of high global integration 

pressures (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). The impact of high equal pressures on the operating costs is two-

fold. First, in regards to how the pressures influence the level of fixed costs, and second the 

influence on the MNC’s ability to achieve economies of scale and scope.  

 

Industries facing high global integration pressures are typically characterized by high technology 

intensity, high fixed costs and thus higher entry barriers (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). The high 

investment and technology levels refer both to manufacturing and other investment intensive 
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business activities such as raw material procurement and R&D. The high level of investment and 

technology intensity creates a higher average unit cost.  

 

This high cost level serves as an amplifier for the pressures of achieving economies of scale and 

scope. “In the more capital-intensive industries, savings in capital cost are an important source of 

scale economies” (Haldi & Whitcomb, 1967, p. 383). The critical factor for the achievement of 

economies of scale is the MES, as there are no further cost reductions beyond this level. Kobrin 

(1991) emphasizes that the ability to achieve economies of scale through transnational integration 

cannot be generalized across industries. However, if we look deeper into the factors lowering the 

average unit costs, the quantity or volume and the stability of the industry, emerge as the key 

drivers (Birkinshaw, Morrison & Hulland, 1995). For industries facing high global integration 

pressures the markets are predominantly homogeneous, thus increasing the demand volume for each 

product or service type. “Market size determines whether the potential economies from long 

production runs are in fact realizable” (Haldi & Whitcomb, 1967, p. 383). This allows the MNC to 

realize economies of scale through a higher 

production volume both in manufacturing, 

but also across other business functions such 

as markting. This phenomenon presents 

itself as a steeper operating costs curve 

compared to the base scenario. This reveals 

the increased returns to scale of integration 

in industries facing high global integration 

pressures (Porter, 1986a; Ghoshal, 1987). 

Examples of industries displaying both high 

fixed costs and the potential for global 

economies of scale is the pharmaceutical, automobile and computer industry (Ghoshal & Nohria, 

1993). The industry structure correspondingly so, favours the utilization of economies of scale and 

mass production. 

 

However, in this scenario the MNC simultaneously faces high pressures for local responsiveness. 

This lowers the ability of the MNC to gain the full potential of economies of scale and scope by 

further integration. The presence of strong local demands decreases the MNC’s  production volume 
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per product and increases the average unit costs through the differentiated product demands. Thus, 

the MNC is not able to lower its operating costs as significantly due to this pressure dichotomy. The 

overall result on the operating curve is therefore proposed to be a higher level of costs, particularly 

at low integration levels where the elevated fixed costs are not spread out across the MNC’s 

subsidiareis.  

 

Opportunity costs 

The shift in the opportunity cost curve is dictated by two lines of argumentation stemming from the 

effects of a high presence of local responsiveness pressures on the operational and strategic 

adaptation initiatives.  

 

First, the high level of local operational responsiveness pressures indicates that there is a degree of 

market differentiation with significant differences in customer needs, distribution channels and host 

government demands (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). Combined, these factors lead to a higher chance of 

strategic misfit with the local environment, when the MNC is also trying to achieve economies of 

scale and scope. The MNC risks falling “between two chairs” (Asmussen, 2007, p. 1) and not 

gaining the potential benefits of either 

strategy. This effect becomes more and more 

pronounced at higher levels of integration, 

where the MNC focuses its strategy on 

obtaining the benefits of global integration, 

sacrificing the ability to adapt to local 

conditions. The objective of the MNC is thus 

to increase the level of flexibility in their 

organizational structure, so the strategy at 

least in some business areas such as 

marketing and advertising, are tailored to the 

local market demands, which decreases the risk of strategic misfit (Birkinshaw, Morrison & 

Hulland, 1995).  

 

The second line of argumentation builds on the effects of higher pressures for strategic adaptation 

resulting from differentiated market structures and the increased availability of local substitutes 
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Figure 33: Opportunity costs 
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(Prahalad & Doz, 1987). In an industry with a fragmented market structure and a high presence of 

differentiated local competitors, the incentives for local strategic adaptation are significantly 

increased (Birkinshaw, Morrison & Hulland, 1995). The high pressures for strategic adaptation 

make the opportunity costs of adopting a centralized decision-making process found at higher levels 

of integration significantly higher. Since the market demands a locally adapted strategy, there are 

high economic consequences of not prioritizing strategic fit, if a high level of integration is pursued.  

 

Combined, these two lines of argumentation suggest that the opportunity cost curve is increasingly 

steeper than the base scenario as a reflection of the higher probability and consequences of strategic 

misfit at higher integration levels.  

 

Coordination costs 

Porter (1986b) and Yip (1992) establish that the normative implication of an industry exhibiting for 

example high global pressures is that a MNC should undertake a globalized strategy, thus matching 

the external environment with the internal. This seems both simple and logical, however for a MNC 

facing opposing pressures, a substantially higher level of communication and coordination is 

required to facilitate this dichotomy. First, the strong strategic coordination pressures increase the 

need for strategic coherence within the MNC to achieve the benefits of integration (Prahalad & 

Doz, 1987).  The industry is characterized by a high importance of multinational customers and the 

presence of multinational competitors, which forces a MNC to collaborate across borders to ensure 

a competitive offering to these customers. Combined with high investment intensity, this raises the 

need for strategic coordination within business functions such as marketing, sales, customer support 

and R&D (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). Second, the pressures for an increased level of strategic 

coordination are also coupled with pressures for operational integration to realize economies of 

scale and optimize investment. For a MNC to achieve economies of scale, it must coordinate 

internally to utilize lowest labor costs, centralize purchasing of raw materials in larger batches and 

the specialization of manufacturing plants or service production sites. ”The goal is leveraging the 

advantages of low manufacturing cost. Managerially, that translates into a need for ongoing 

management of logistics that cut across multiple national boundaries” (Prahalad & Doz, 1987, p. 

14). Furthermore, global knowledge exploitation (i.e. best practice transfer) requires integration 

(Doz, Santos & Williamson, 2001).  
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Combined, these factors illustrate the increased need for coordination across subsidiaries and a 

higher knowledge transfer volume, which naturally leads to a higher coordination cost level. 

Normally, the presence of high local responsiveness pressures would decrease the overall need for 

coordination across subsidiaries, as subsidiaries respond locally to local market conditions without 

the involvement of other parts of the MNC. However, this is not the case when combined with high 

global integration pressures, as a thorough knowledge exchange is necessary to establish which 

elements of the strategy should prioritize local adaptation and gain these potential benefits. The 

combination of these two pressures therefore necessitates a higher level of coordination internally in 

the MNC. It requires a flexible incentive scheme and higher monitoring costs to retain efficiency 

and an optimal level of knowledge transfer. Furthermore, the knowledge transfer process is 

complicated by the decreased fungibility and congruence of knowledge stemming from the 

increasing market differences (Asmussen, Foss & Pedersen, 2008). 

 

In addition, the high external complexity 

stemming from the presence of pressure 

dichotomy increases the level of 

interdependencies among various decision-

making inputs (Mischen & Jackson, 2008), 

which ultimately yields a very complex web 

of uncertain conclusions in the decision-

making tree (Siggelkow & Rivkin, 2005).  

This high combinatorial complexity 

decreases the decision-making speed for the 

MNC as strategic choices are less clear-cut and the consequences are less transparent. This also 

serves as to an increase in the coordination costs.  

 

The two effects of an increased need for coordination and an increase in the uncertainty of the 

decision-making process combined, leads to a significant upward shift in coordination cost curve, 

which is amplified at higher levels of integration. 
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Figure 34: Coordination costs 
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Diseconomies of integration 

There is a strong correlation between the level of opportunity costs and diseconomies of integration. 

The higher presence of opportunity costs as a result of a higher degree of strategic misfit with the 

local environment, naturally leads to more adjustment strategies. This in turn creates increased 

demotivation and employee frustration costs (Williamson, 1991; Bell, Tracey & Heide, 2009). 

Combined, this increases the amplitude of the diseconomies of integration. This is the direct result 

of the complexity stemming from the pressure dichotomy facing the MNC (Siggelkow & Rivkin, 

2005; Mischen & Jackson, 2008).  

 

The presence of high pressures for global integration also warrants a discussion of the negative 

consequences of a strongly integrated global presence, when the market simultaneously demands 

local adaptation. The strong importance of 

multinational customers increases the 

consequences of a potential misfit, as local 

misfit can have global repercussions due to 

their extended global presence across 

borders (Gupta & Govindarajan, 2001). This 

highlights the need for timely adjustment 

strategies, if strategic misfit occurs and the 

importance of controlling the strategy 

readjustment and integration process for 

higher levels of integration.  

 

The overall effect of an increasing pressure dichotomy on diseconomies of integration is an increase 

in the steepness of the curve compared to the base scenario. The largest difference compared to the 

base scenario is evident at higher levels of integration. This indicates that in terms of diseconomies 

of integration, the strategy complexity stemming from the dichotomy facing the MNC, increases the 

post strategy implementation costs and the failure costs associated with strategic misfit.  
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Figure 35: Diseconomies of integration 
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Net costs 

The cost analysis suggests that when a MNC is exposed to an increasing pressure dichotomy, the 

theoretical optimal level of integration 

decreases. The optimal level is at a lower 

level of integration compared to the base 

scenario. The reason is that the MNC is not 

capable of managing the external complexity 

that this dichotomy causes when the 

organizational capabilities are at an average 

level. Rugman and colleagues supports these 

findings, advocating for a simpler 

organizational structure in response to high 

external complexity with a medium level of organizational capabilities (Rugman, 2005; Rugman & 

Verbeke, 2005). Furthermore, they highlight the need for adopting a combinatory structure 

(medium level of integration) that incorporates elements of both strategies, improving efficiencies.   

 

Thus, when the level of pressure dichotomy increases, the MNC should pursue a lower integration 

level. This relationship between the pressure 

dichotomy and the optimal level of 

integration is illustrated in Figure 37. It is 

important to note that the relationship 

between this dimension of external 

complexity is similar to the dynamism 

dimension of external complexity. However, 

an increase in pressure dichotomy does not 

create as pronounced an effect on the 

optimal level of integration as dynamism 

does. This is explained by dynamism’s 

strong favoring of a lower integration level, where an increasing pressure dichotomy requires the 

MNC to pursue both strategies simultaneously.   
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Furthermore, the increase in the level of equal pressures for global integration and local 

responsiveness facing the MNC causes an increase in the overall cost level. This is primarily driven 

by the complication of the strategic decision-making process. As the MNC does not have a clear 

strategic path due to opposing pressures, there is causal ambiguity (Lipmann and Rumelt, 1982; 

Barney, 1992), which increases costs.  

 

The firm has increased costs at a minimal 

level of integration due to increased fixed 

costs and coordinating costs. At a high level 

of integration the opportunity costs, 

coordination costs and diseconomies all 

increase. This causes the economic 

consequences of choosing a suboptimal 

level of integration to increase. This leads to 

the following hypotheses. 

 

Hypothesis 2. The effects of an increasing pressure dichotomy are amplified at both low and high 

levels of integration. 

Hypothesis 2a. An increasing pressure dichotomy decreases the theoretical optimal level of 

integration.  

Hypothesis 2b. An increasing pressure dichotomy increases the overall cost function.  

Hypothesis 2b. An increasing pressure dichotomy increases the economic consequences of not 

choosing the optimal level of integration.  

The insight gained from this analysis will form the basis for the analysis in scenario 5 analyzing the 

moderating effect of organizational capabilities on the relationship between industry level pressures 

and optimal integration level for MNCs.   
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Figure 38: Effect of an increasing pressure dichotomy 
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4.4.3 Scenario  3  –  Organizational  capabilities  

The effect of a high level of organizational capabilities on the cost structure 

The previous two scenarios have dealt with the external dimensions of complexity namely 

dynamism and an increasing industry pressure dichotomy. This scenario will focus on the internal 

dimension, analyzing the effect of the MNC’s level of organizational capabilities.  

 

Contingency theory’s proposal of matching high external complexity with a high level of internal 

complexity has been criticized for not including the MNC’s capacity for managing complexity 

(Scütte, 1996; Rugman, 2005). Weick and van Orden (1990) argue that the MNC being exposed to 

complexity does not guarantee that the MNC can handle this complexity. In fact, it is claimed that 

global network capabilities are in reality rarely mastered because there are difficulties in building 

these capabilities (Rugman, 2005). This has been suggested as the reason why scholars have failed 

to find many examples of transnational networks in practice (e.g. Leong & Tan, 1993; Brock & 

Birkinshaw, 2004; Rugman, 2005).  

 

Organizational capabilities have for the purpose of this paper been defined as the MNC’s ability to 

manage strategic control, change and flexibility (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). These reflect the 

organizational capabilities that are required to cope with high levels of external complexity facing 

MNCs. In a cost analysis, the emphasis of an organization’s capabilities is on its capacity to adapt 

to the market and obtain strategic fit efficiently in a complex environment. These results are 

contingent upon the firm’s ability to replicate and utilize these capabilities across markets.  

4.4.3.1 Cost  analysis  

With this cost analysis, we aim to theoretically verify how organizational capabilities influence the 

cost structure. The anticipated outcome of higher levels of organizational capabilities is that it leads 

to lower net costs, as the MNC is more effective in obtaining the benefits of both integration and 

local responsiveness (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). However, it is important to identify how 

organizational capabilities influence the individual cost curves, to form a solid foundation for 

analyzing its moderating effect in the following scenarios. This analysis will shed light on the 

influence of capabilities on the theoretical optimal level of integration, the cost level, and whether 

its presence has an influence on the economic consequences of not adopting the most optimal 

integration level.  
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The level of organizational capabilities will in this scenario be varied from a medium level to a high 

level. A high level of organization capabilities corresponds to a MNC managing its resources 

efficiently and responding to external changes with a high degree of flexibility and efficiency 

through an increased control of internal processes.   

 Dynamism Pressure dichotomy  Organizational capabilities 

Base Scenario Medium Medium Medium 

Scenario 3 Medium Medium High 

 

Operating costs 

Operating costs are primarily driven by the ability to achieve economies of scale and scope (Teece, 

1980; Birkinshaw, Morrison & Hulland, 1995). These economies of scale and scope from synergies 

can be achieved in a wide range of business units and extends along the value chain in activities 

such as production, advertising, marketing, R&D and HR. This paper’s definition of organizational 

capabilities includes the ability to effectively control, change and manage flexibility internally. 

Therefore, an increase in organizational capabilities does not equate to a MNC increasing for 

example their manufacturing efficiencies. As a result, the operating costs at a minimum level of 

integration are not influenced by an increase in the level of organizational capabilities. However, 

the increased organizational capabilities allow the MNC to improve their ability to achieve 

economies of scale and scope.  

 

The improved utilization of economies of 

scale and scope is driven by the “efficiency 

in executing agreed-upon strategies through 

a process of control of subsidiary actions” 

(Prahalad & Doz, 1987, p. 159). As 

management holds the capabilities of 

identifying these possibilities, they are more 

often exploited. The potential for economies 

of scale and scope naturally increases as the 

integration level increases (Prahalad & Doz, 

1987). Therefore, the increased quantity of 
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potential benefits combined with higher capabilities of exploiting these benefits, leads to a lower 

level of operating costs as the integration level increases. Increased organizational capabilities thus 

lead to a higher utilization of the benefits of integration, particularly economies of scale and scope. 

This results in a steeper downward sloping curve with a lower level of costs achievable at higher 

integration levels, compared to MNC’s possessing an average level of organizational capabilities.    

 

Opportunity costs 

Opportunity costs were defined, as the local responsiveness benefits a MNC must sacrifice if global 

integration is pursued, as the firm foregoes revenues due to falling demand for its standardized 

products or services. Organizational capabilities do not change the fact that there exists a trade-off 

between integration and local adaptation, as firms can still not ensure a high level of local 

adaptation while following a centralized strategy (Asmussen, 2007). However, flexibility in the 

organizational structure (Prahalad & Doz, 1987), allows an agile approach to for example 

emphasizing integration in production while focusing on local adaptation in marketing and 

advertising campaigns. This is for example seen in the automobile industry (Schlie & Yip, 2000). 

This results in a lower level of strategic fit being sacrificed despite pursuing higher levels of 

integration, leading to lower opportunity 

costs. Furthermore, if the MNC possesses 

high levels of change capabilities, they are 

able to increase the transparency of market 

opportunities in the organization. Thus, the 

MNC can efficiently evaluate whether an 

alternative strategy should be pursued to 

respond to the market. “The ability to 

calibrate the requirements for change and to 

effectuate the necessary adjustments would 

appear to depend on the ability to scan the environment, to evaluate markets and competitors, and 

to quickly accomplish reconfiguration and transformation ahead of competition” (Teece & Pisano, 

1994, p. 15). Therefore, it can be concluded that increased capabilities leads to less opportunity 

costs, as managers are more capable of adjusting to market needs. Furthermore, high organizational 

capabilities lead to a more effective strategic decision-making process (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). 

This dilutes the influence of the time amplification factor, as decisions can be made more 
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efficiently, and strategic fit can be restored at a faster rate leading to less opportunity costs (Baum 

& Wally, 2003). The effect of organizational capabilities is most pronounced at higher levels of 

integration. The total effect of an increased level of organizational capabilities on the opportunity 

cost curve is a less steep curve. 

 

Coordination costs 

This paper has defined coordination costs as the costs of coordinating at the strategic level, 

including the decision-making process, implementation process, administrative and monitoring 

costs. Discussing the coordination cost curve in relation to organizational capabilities draws 

attention to the knowledge transfer process. “Techniques of knowledge management are 

transferable within the firm, but only at a cost. This cost will be lower the more permeable the 

internal dimensions of the firm” (Buckley & Carter, 1999, p. 80). As established in the base 

scenario, coordination costs and transaction costs rise with an increase in internal complexity 

(Williamson, 1975). The impact of high organizational capabilities becomes increasingly evident 

when the level of internal complexity increases. This is the direct result of a complex organizational 

network structure demanding a high capacity of managing this complexity through transnational 

capabilities (Rugman, 2005). Therefore, the largest contrast between the base scenario with only a 

medium level of organizational capabilities and this scenario with a higher level is seen at high 

complexity levels.  

 

Organizational capabilities have a positive effect on the knowledge transfer process through the 

increased level of control and flexibility (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). This leads to falling costs of 

knowledge transfers, resulting in a less steep 

coordination cost curve. The cost decrease is 

caused by the organization being geared 

towards flexible processes through its ability 

to effectively control internal information 

exchange (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). In 

addition, by increasing capabilities, the 

decision right distribution becomes more 

agile. “The capability to utilize a related 

knowledge base in decision making and 
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problem solving allows the firm to respond more effectively to environmental changes, which, in 

turn, has a positive impact on the organizational structure such as integration mechanisms” 

(Blomqvist, Kylaheiko & Virolainen, 2002). The effect of increased integration mechanism 

consequently lowers the amplification of the coordination curve.  

 

Diseconomies of integration 

Diseconomies of integration reflect the failure costs of not achieving strategic fit. Superior 

organizational capabilities translate to a lower level of strategic misfit and thereby a reduced need 

for readjustment strategies. For management, this renders less frustration and improved motivation 

due to an optimal decision right distribution 

and enhanced incentive schemes 

(Williamson, 1991; Bell, Tracey & Heide, 

2009). Once the level of integration 

increases so does the cross-cultural exposure 

leading to a higher risk of 

misunderstandings (Schneider, 1988). 

However, if the MNC possesses a higher 

level of capabilities, employees are more 

capable of managing these challenges 

through a higher awareness of the presence of low congruence and fungibility across subsidiaries. 

The MNC thus becomes more adept at ensuring an effective knowledge management process and 

limiting the exchange of information to the business activities, where the transferred knowledge can 

actually be applied (Asmussen, Foss & Pedersen, 2008). Improved control mechanisms also allows 

management to limit their focus to the most pressing strategic issues at hand, reducing the negative 

consequences of management overload and bounded rationality (Simon, 1947; Ambos & 

Birkinshaw, 2010). In conclusion, the level of failure costs incurred is decreased by a higher level 

of capabilities, leading to a less steep slope of the diseconomies of integration curve. 

 

Net costs 

The net cost curve shows the aggregated effect of the four cost curves when the level of 

organizational capabilities is increased from medium to high. As a result of these increased 

organizational capabilities, the net costs are at a lower level across all integration levels. This effect 
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is most evident when the level of internal complexity is increased. The logic behind this finding is 

that an increase in the level of organizational 

capabilities decreases the cost level due to a 

better exploitation of economies of scale and 

scope, and ability to manage complexity 

internally. Furthermore, it results in a better 

strategic match between the external and 

internal environment, an improved decision-

making process and less frustration and 

demotivation leading to improved employee 

efficiencies. 

 

This paper suggests a correlation between higher organizational capabilities and increased 

performance. This is also illustrated by the downward shift of the net cost curve. This is supported 

by several empirical studies (Cui, Griffith & Cavusgil, 2005). Cui, Griffith and Cavusgil (2005) 

establish that there for example exists a “significant, positive relationship between a subsidiary’s 

knowledge management capabilities and its 

performance” (p. 1). The conclusions of this 

scenario suggest a higher theoretical optimal 

level of integration when a MNC possesses 

high organizational capabilities. This finding 

is reflected in Bartlett and Ghoshal’s (1989) 

study. Bartlett and Ghoshal propose that if 

the MNC possesses the necessary 

management capacity and capabilities to 

cope with complexity, the MNC should 

adopt a more complex internal structure.  

 

This paper therefore proposes a positive correlation between a higher level of organizational 

capabilities and an increase in the optimal level of integration as shown in Figure 44. Thus, if a 

MNC holds a high level of organizational capabilities, the MNC should pursue a more complex 

organizational structure from an economic standpoint. As proposed in the analysis, organizational 
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capabilities increase the ability of MNCs to 

achieve integration benefits and strategic fit 

with the external environment. This results 

in a decrease in the economic consequences 

of choosing a too complex organizational 

structure. This can also be seen through a 

widening of the net cost curve at higher 

integration levels. Thus this analysis 

proposes the following hypotheses.  

 

 

Hypothesis 3. The effect of an increased level of organizational capabilities is amplified at higher 

levels of integration.  

Hypothesis 3a. An increased level of organizational capabilities increases the theoretical optimal 

level of integration.  

Hypothesis 3b. An increased level of organizational capabilities decreases the overall cost function.  

Hypothesis 3c. An increased level of organizational capabilities decreases the economic 

consequences of choosing a suboptimal level of integration.  

4.4.4 Partial  conclusions  on  part  1  

This section serves as a partial conclusion on the hypotheses proposed in part 1 consisting of 

scenarios 1, 2 and 3. The hypotheses present the proposed effect of an increase in the level of the 

independent variables on the level of integration, overall cost level and the economic consequences 

of pursuing a suboptimal level of integration.  

4.4.4.1 Optimal  level  of  integration  

The first hypotheses (hypotheses a) relate to the theoretical optimal level of integration and are 

dependent on how the optimum of the net cost curve moves along the horizontal-axis. Therefore, 

when the theoretical optimal level of integration moves to the right, this corresponds to an increase 

in the level of integration to be pursued in the MNC and vice versa. Figure 46 displays an overview 

of the independent variables’ impact on the optimal level of integration. 
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Dynamism is proposed to decrease the optimal level of integration. This is due to the high level of 

turbulence, which makes it more difficult for firms to respond both efficiently and retain fit. 

Dynamism is thus found to favor emergent strategies, which require a high level of flexibility, 

which is found at lower levels of integration. An increasing pressure dichotomy is also suggested to 

have a decreasing effect on the theoretical optimal level of integration. This effect is driven by the 

complication of the decision-making process due to an increased level of causal ambiguity. In 

contrast, organizational capabilities are found to have an increasing effect on the optimal level of 

integration. High organizational capabilities allow the MNC to improve its ability to manage 

internal complexity. These capabilities improve the efficiency of the decision-making process and 

increase the level of agility in the organizational structure.  

 

The interpretation of the level of integration must be linked to the corresponding response strategies 

to increase practical relevance and applicability. Despite the opposing effects of the dependent 

variables, the response strategies for the three variables still within the group solution. However 

dynamism and an increasing pressure dichotomy show a tendency towards the single solution while 

organizational capabilities show a tendency towards the network solution. This translates to the 

dominance of a group response strategy, when one independent variable is at a high level.   

4.4.4.2 Level  of  costs  

The next group of hypotheses (hypotheses b) shows the net cost curves’ movement in relation to the 

vertical axis and thus corresponds to a change in the overall cost level. An upward vertical 

movement is thus equated to an increase in the level of costs.   

Figure 46: Hypotheses a – optimal level of integration 
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Dynamism is proposed to increase the level of costs. The increase in costs is a result of the constant 

need to adapt the MNC’s strategy and products to changing market, technology and competitor 

demands. Exposure to an increasing pressure dichotomy also has an increasing effect on the level of 

costs. The opposite effect can be seen between organizational capabilities and the level of costs. An 

improved level of organizational capabilities allows the firm to achieve a higher degree of the 

benefits of both global integration and local responsiveness strategies, lowering costs.  

 

The impact on the cost level in all three scenarios was found to be most amplified at higher 

integration levels, which translates to higher internal complexity levels. While the level of costs 

does not have a direct influence on the choice of response strategy, it affects the performance that 

the MNC can expect from choosing the most optimal response strategy.  

4.4.4.3 Economic  consequences  of  suboptimal  level  of  integration  

The third proposal of hypotheses (hypotheses c) states the proposed relationship between the three 

independent variables and the economic consequences of choosing a suboptimal level of 

integration. This relates to the width of the u-shaped net cost curve. The width of the curve thus 

indicates how severe the consequences are for choosing a suboptimal integration level. The more 

the curve widens, the less economic consequences the firm will experience from choosing a 

suboptimal level of integration. It is important to note, that the proposed hypotheses are not 

contingent upon both sides of the curve narrowing, but is a reflection of the steepest side of the 

curve. 

Figure 47: Hypotheses b – level of costs 
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Dynamism is found to increase the economic consequences of a suboptimal choice of integration 

level. The analysis proposes that dynamism has an amplifying effect on the cost level increase at 

higher integration levels. An increasing pressure dichotomy also results in a narrowing of the net 

cost curve. This results in the proposal of an increase in the economic consequences of pursuing a 

suboptimal integration level, when the MNC is faced with opposing pressures. In contrast, 

organizational capabilities are found to have a decreasing effect on the economic consequences of a 

suboptimal organizational structure, which means that the MNC can choose a wider range of 

integration levels without a large impact on the cost level. This effect is driven through the MNC’s 

improved efficiencies in the organizational structure through its ability to implement a higher level 

of flexibility, change and control.  

 

As highlighted by Schütte (1996), a MNC’s level of organizational capabilities determines their 

capacity to manage and absorb complexity. The importance of possessing these management 

capabilities under varying levels of external complexity will be the topic of analysis for the 

following scenarios. 

4.5 Part  2  

Moderating effects of organizational capabilities on the relationship between one dimension of 
complexity and the cost structure 
The following two scenarios will discuss the moderating effects of organizational capabilities on the 

relationship between the individual external complexity factors and the organizational structure. 

Cui, Griffith and Cavusgil (2005) establish the importance of understanding the moderating effects 

of firm-level factors such as organizational capabilities. “The relative influences of other 

 Figure 48: Hypotheses c – economic consequence 
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antecedents, such as market versus industry factors or environmental level versus firm-level factors, 

on MNC strategy and practice would also be worthwhile to explore” (p. 50). The reasoning behind 

analyzing the moderating effect of organizational capabilities is thus to establish the strength of 

their moderating effect on external complexity factors, and ultimately the optimal response strategy 

that companies should pursue given their external environment and internal capabilities.  

4.5.1 Scenario  4  –  Organizational  capabilities  and  dynamism  

Moderating effect of organizational capabilities on the relationship between dynamism and 
the cost structure 
The following cost analysis will discuss the moderating effect of organizational capabilities on the 

relationship between dynamism and the MNC’s cost structure1. Organizational capabilities will 

serve as the internal variable that influences the relationship in terms of direction and/or strength of 

dynamism’s correlation with costs (Baron & Kenny, 1986). The argumentation below will be based 

on a MNC being exposed to a high level of dynamism as defined in scenario 1, while possessing a 

high level of organizational capabilities as defined in scenario 3.  

 Dynamism Pressure dichotomy  Organizational capabilities 

Base Scenario Medium Medium Medium 

Scenario 1 High Medium Medium 

Scenario 4 High Medium High 

4.5.1.1 Cost  analysis  

The increasing presence of dynamism across industries has sparked the academic debate of 

organizational capabilities’ moderating effect on the relationship between dynamism and 

organizational structure (Grant, 1996). Dynamism, being an external factor by definition, is not 

within the control of the MNC. The growing turbulence on an industry level, has therefore led 

companies to look inwards for achieving a competitive advantage. Organizational capabilities are 

from a resource-based view an internal resource. They are increasingly becoming the primary basis 

for establishing sustainable competitive advantages in a dynamic context (Levitt, 1960; Grant, 

1996).  

 

As already stated, dynamism increases the frequency of changes in technology, customer demands, 

product profitability, and competitors’ actions. These changes and particularly the pace at which 

                                                
1 See Appendix 1 for the individual cost curves of scenario 4. 
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they occur necessitate higher organizational capabilities to manage strategy adjustments internally 

(Cui, Griffith & Cavusgil, 2005). A dynamic external environment thus demands rapid recognition 

of market changes and the swift realignment of strategies to achieve success (Jap, 1999). To cope 

with these demands caused by increased dynamism, the MNC must focus on fostering the ability to 

observe changes and be flexible. These two organizational capabilities “provide firms the ability to 

be sensitive to market information, to react to environmental change, and to modify organizational 

routines continuously” (Cui, Griffith & Cavusgil, 2005, p. 38). In contrast, dynamism diminishes 

the importance of high control capabilities (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). Dynamism demands an 

emergent strategy process driven from lower levels of management (Mintzberg, 1978; Andersen, 

2004). This decreases the relevance of headquarters exerting a high level of control. The 

argumentation for the moderating effect of organizational capabilities will therefore be a discussion 

of the moderating effects of high levels of change and flexibility on the relationship between 

dynamism and the cost structure.  

 

Change capabilities increase the MNC’s ability to respond to market turbulence 

Dynamism results in frequent changes in demand and technology. This decreases the length of the 

product lifecycle and increases costs across the board (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). “In today’s 

turbulent business environment, change – in company strategies, structures, and people – is crucial 

to achieving sustained profitable growth” (Zook & Allen, 2010, p. 20). The first critical factor for a 

MNC thus becomes to observe these market changes early on (Andersen, 2004). The second critical 

factor is for the MNC to understand and diffuse these observations of market changes into the 

organization (Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Andersen, 2004). Only then can the strategy be adjusted to 

include these market changes. A high level of change capabilities allows the MNC to ensure that 

they meet these two critical requirements (Prahalad & Doz, 1987).  

 

Dynamism makes it increasingly difficult to retain strategic fit with the environment (Baum & 

Wally, 2003). The established relationship between strategic fit leading to higher performance, 

therefore requires a timely observation of market changes. The turbulence in the market thus 

necessitates a higher quantity of internal knowledge transfer and coordination to communicate these 

changes (Rahmen & Feis, 2009).  The presence of a high level of change capabilities does not alter 

this need for an increased level of knowledge transfer. High organizational capabilities do however 

allow the MNC to reduce the costs of each individual knowledge transfer by increasing 
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transparency and ease of knowledge diffusion. Thus, the presence of a higher level of 

organizational capabilities leads to lower coordination cost levels.  

 

Volberda (1996) supports the importance of change capabilities in ensuring an effective adaptation 

to the market demands in a dynamic context. MNC’s with strong change capabilities are able to 

increase the transparency of market changes internally through improved communication (Prahalad 

& Doz, 1987). This improved efficiency in the strategy realignment process, decreases the risk of 

prolonged strategic misfit and thus failure costs. The MNC’s increased ability to reflect change in 

their organizational structure is thus proposed to decrease the negative effects imposed by 

dynamism on the MNC’s ability to respond to market changes.   

 

Flexibility ensures agility and responsiveness in the organizational structure 

As established above, dynamism leads to an increased need for readjustment strategies to regain 

strategic fit. The achievement of strategic fit in a dynamic market is a critical factor as established 

by Tan and Lischert (1994). “In the constantly changing competitive environment in which most 

multinationals find themselves, the ability to shift strategies and refocus the attention of managers 

in a given business is of paramount importance. Shifting strategy in a multinational operating 

within a complex organizational context is a time-consuming and demanding task.” (Prahalad & 

Doz, 1987, p. 263). The constant need to readjust strategies “can impose additional costs” (Winter, 

2002, p. 5). This is particularly the case if the MNC is not flexible and agile. A high level of 

flexibility in the organizational structure improves the MNC’s “inherent capacity to adjust and 

readjust to the emerging competitive demands” (Prahalad & Doz, 1987, p. 158).  

 

Dynamism increases the required flow of information to communicate market changes internally in 

the MNC. This places a large strain on the MNC as “the wider the span of knowledge being 

integrated, the more complex are the problems” (Grant, 1996, p. 377). However, flexibility allows 

the organization to adapt its management processes efficiently as argued in scenario 3. 

“Coordination relies heavily upon informal procedures in the form of commonly-understood roles 

and interactions established through training and constant repetition” (Grant, 1996, p. 379). The 

increased ability to be flexible therefore minimizes the costs of the required readjustment strategies 

through an agile structure and optimal knowledge exchange process.  
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Thus, the MNC’s ability to perceive market changes and ensure flexibility increases the ability to 

efficiently respond to a strategic misfit. This improves the ability to reduce slack, which is 

particularly costly in a dynamic environment (Ghoshal et al, 1994; Baum & Wally, 2003). 

Combined, this results in a lowering of the failure costs (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). It also suggests 

that an increasing level of organizational capabilities moderates the relationship between dynamism 

and cost structure by decreasing the occurrence of strategic misfits and reducing their duration, if 

they do occur.  

 

Amplifying effect at high integration levels 

To understand whether this moderating effect is uniform across all levels of integration, we need to 

take a closer look at how valuable organizational capabilities are at differing levels of integration. 

Change capabilities reflect how well a MNC is able to observe and absorb market changes. When 

the MNC has a low level of integration, it is automatically easier to absorb market changes, as they 

can be implemented locally without readjusting the MNC’s entire strategy. Therefore, an increased 

level of change capabilities does not have a strong moderating effect at lower internal complexity 

levels. However, when the market changes must be observed across a wider scope of markets and 

communicated across borders, change capabilities have a stronger influence. Thus, the moderating 

effect of change capabilities is increasingly pronounced as the level of integration increases.  

 

The same type of logic can be applied to flexibility’s effect at different integration levels. In a 

dynamic context, emergent strategies facilitate the absorption of market changes. At a low level of 

integration, emergent strategies are easily implemented, as the subsidiaries are independent of each 

other and can efficiently adapt local strategies ensuring fit. At a higher level of integration, where 

the strategy is integrated across subsidiaries, it is increasingly difficult to implement emergent 

strategies. Therefore, the moderating effect of organizational capabilities, here in the form of 

flexibility, is amplified as the level of integration increases. The value of high organizational 

capabilities is thus increased at a high level of integration. Thus, the moderating effect of 

organizational capabilities is most pronounced at higher complexity levels.  
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Net effect on cost structure 

The increased presence of change and flexibility capabilities allows the MNC to pursue a higher 

level of integration when exposed to the 

same high level of dynamism. The MNC’s 

increased ability to absorb and respond to 

dynamism therefore results in a higher 

theoretical optimal integration level. This 

moderating effect is particularly pronounced 

at higher levels of dynamism as argued 

above. The relationship between dynamism 

and the optimal level of integration is 

illustrated in Figure 49. 

 

An increased level of organizational capabilities enables a timely observation of market changes 

and a more efficient strategy readjustment process. The increased level of flexibility in the 

organizational structure allows a MNC to 

respond to market changes regaining 

strategic fit with the market. Thus in a 

dynamic environment, organizational 

capabilities allow a MNC to reduce costs. 

This moderating effect of organizational 

capabilities is most pronounced at higher 

levels of integration, where the internal 

complexity is high. Furthermore improved 

organizational capabilities decrease the risk 

of prolonged strategic misfit at higher levels of integration. This moderating effect of organizational 

capabilities suggests a decrease in the economic consequences of choosing a suboptimal level of 

integration. These findings lead to the following hypotheses.  

 

Hypothesis 4. The moderating effect of increasing organizational capabilities is amplified at higher 

levels of integration. 
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Hypothesis 4a. Increasing organizational capabilities moderate the relationship between dynamism 

and the optimal level of integration. The moderating effect results in an increase of the theoretical 

optimal level of integration.  

Hypothesis 4b. Increasing organizational capabilities moderate the relationship between dynamism 

and the overall cost level. The moderating effect results in a decrease of the overall cost level.  

Hypothesis 4c. Increasing organizational capabilities moderate the relationship between dynamism 

and the economic consequences of a suboptimal integration level. The moderating effect results in a 

decrease of the economic consequences of not choosing the most optimal level of integration.  

4.5.2 Scenario  5  –  Organizational  capabilities  and  pressure  dichotomy  

Moderating effect of a high level of organizational capabilities on the relationship between an 
increasing pressure dichotomy and the cost structure 
MNCs are increasingly confronted with opposing high pressures for both global integration and 

local responsiveness, which increases the level of external complexity (Asmussen, 2007). The 

analysis below will serve to establish the influence of organizational capabilities in managing the 

complexity created by the duality of pressures. The following scenario will build on the assumption 

that the MNC is exposed to strong and equal pressures for global integration and local 

responsiveness, and at the same time possessing a high level of organizational capabilities.  

 Dynamism Pressure dichotomy  Organizational capabilities 

Base Scenario Medium Medium Medium 

Scenario 2 Medium High Medium 

Scenario 5 Medium High High 

 

The following section will therefore seek to establish the moderating effect of organizational 

capabilities on the second dimension of external complexity. This insight will reveal how a high 

level of organizational capabilities moderates the hypothesized effect of an increasing pressure 

dichotomy on the MNC’s cost structure2.  

4.5.2.1 Cost  analysis  

The MNC’s organizational capabilities reflect their ability to control, change and deploy flexibility. 

These capabilities result in an increased level of transparency in the causal consequences of the 

                                                
2 See Appendix 2 for the individual cost curves of scenario 5. 
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strategic decision-making choice and therefore an improved efficiency in the strategy process 

(Svenson & Maule, 1993; Siggelkow & Rivkin, 2005). These mechanisms are relevant for MNC’s 

facing high levels of external complexity (Schütte, 1996) as also established in the previous 

scenario. However, the MNC’s ability to reflect changes in the environment is less relevant in an 

industry with only a medium level of dynamism. Therefore the below argumentation will focus on 

the effects of improved flexibility and control.  

 

Flexibility in the organizational structure facilitates active management of interdependencies 

In an industry characterized by an increasing pressure dichotomy, the choice of optimal strategy is 

demanding due to opposing pressures. The decision-making process is complicated further by the 

complexity of understanding the different outcomes of the strategy (Levitt, 1983; Prahalad & Doz, 

1987; Siggelkow & Rivkin, 2005). When the MNC possesses a high level of organizational 

capabilities it has a higher capacity of handling this complexity in the decision-making process 

internally through flexibility (Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Collis, 1994). This increased complexity 

capacity is driven by their improved agility in the MNC’s organizational structure. “The increasing 

need to manage interdependencies across businesses selectively also creates its own organizational 

demands. Top managers must constantly evaluate not only the strategic worth of managing 

interdependencies but also its organizational cost. The inherent capacity to adjust and readjust to 

the emerging competitive demands – a heightened need for ‘flexibility’” (Prahalad & Doz, 1987, p. 

158).  MNC’s are thus more capable of achieving the benefits of both integration and 

responsiveness through improved transparency and flexibility in the organizational structure 

(Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Asmussen, 2007). This paper thus proposes that an increasing pressure 

dichotomy necessitates a high need for flexibility capabilities, as was also the case with dynamism.  

 

Efficiencies in executing strategies through improved control 

The different dimensions of external complexity require the prioritization of a different capability in 

addition to a high level of flexibility. In an industry that is characterized by an increasing pressure 

dichotomy and only a medium level of dynamism, the primary focus of the MNC is achieving the 

benefits of both integration and responsiveness. This demands an organizational structure that 

prioritizes “efficiency in executing agreed-upon strategies through a process of control” (Prahalad 

& Doz, 1987, p. 159). A high level of control is particularly important when the MNC is faced with 

high pressures for cost reduction as it increases efficiency, which allows the MNC to achieve the 
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benefits of integration. Furthermore, the duality of the pressures requires management to make 

trade-offs between the two pressures for each separate activity to optimize benefits and reduce 

costs. “When the businesses become extremely complex, and when the tradeoffs have to be made 

constantly, senior managers must ensure that the two perspectives of area and product are 

constantly and explicitly balanced” (Prahalad & Doz, 1987, p. 175). This is a demanding task for 

management and therefore an increased level of control and thus efficiency allows the MNC to 

reduce costs significantly.  

 

Net effect on cost structure 

This analysis suggests that there is a 

moderating effect of organizational 

capabilities, and that the increased levels of 

flexibility and control drive this effect. The 

moderating effect increases the theoretical 

optimal level of integration to be pursued as 

the MNC faces an increasing pressure 

dichotomy as seen in Figure 51.   

 

The moderating effect on the MNC’s cost 

structure is hypothesized to result in a 

decrease in the overall cost level. This effect 

is amplified at higher levels of integration, 

as the improved flexibility in the MNC is 

most required at higher levels of internal 

complexity.  

 

This argumentation leads to the following 

hypotheses for this scenario. 
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Hypothesis 5. The moderating effect of a high level of organizational capabilities is amplified at 

higher integration levels.  

Hypothesis 5a. An increased level of organizational capabilities moderates the relationship 

between an increasing pressure dichotomy and the optimal level of integration. The moderating 

effect results in an increase of the theoretical optimal level of integration.  

Hypothesis 5b. An increased level of organizational capabilities moderates the relationship 

between an increasing pressure dichotomy and the overall cost level. The moderating effect results 

in a decrease of the cost level.  

Hypothesis 5c. An increased level of organizational capabilities moderates the relationship between 

an increasing pressure dichotomy and the economic consequences of choosing a suboptimal level of 

integration. The moderating effect results in a decrease of the economic consequences of not 

choosing the optimal level of integration.  

4.5.3 Partial  conclusions  on  part  2  

This section concludes on the hypotheses proposed in scenarios 4 and 5. The hypotheses propose 

the moderating effect of high organizational capabilities on the relationship between the two 

separate dimensions of external complexity variables and the cost structure. The cost structure has 

three dimensions; the level of integration, the overall cost level and the economic consequences of a 

suboptimal level of integration.  

 

Organizational capabilities are proposed to moderate both dimensions of complexity and the cost 

structure similarly. However, the mechanisms behind and the reasoning why organizational 

capabilities moderate the relationship differ.  

4.5.3.1 Optimal  level  of  integration  

As previously described, the theoretical optimal level of integration can be observed on the 

horizontal-axis where the u-shape of the net cost curve has its optimum.  
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In relation to hypotheses ‘a’ this analysis indicates that high organizational capabilities moderate 

the relationship between the complexity dimension and the level of integration. Both scenarios 

reveal an optimum at a higher level of integration. This effect is caused by an increased ability to 

manage the higher level of external complexity in the form of flexibility and change in response to 

dynamism and control and flexibility in response to an increased pressure dichotomy.   

4.5.3.2 Level  of  costs  

Hypotheses ‘b’ display the impact of the moderating effect on the relationship between the external 

complexity dimensions and the overall level of costs. This is reflected graphically as a vertical 

movement in the net cost curve.  

 
A higher level of organizational capabilities is found to have a decreasing effect on the relationship 

between the external complexity dimensions and the cost level. When the MNC is exposed to a high 

level of dynamism, an increase in the level of change and flexibility improves the MNC’s capability 

Figure 53: Hypotheses a – optimal level of integration 

Figure 54: Hypotheses b – level of costs 
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of reacting to market changes. This ensures a more efficient strategy readjustment process 

decreasing the risk of potential strategic misfit.  

 

When it comes to exposure to strong and equal pressures dichotomy, a high level of organizational 

capabilities also moderates the relation between this complexity exposure and the overall cost level. 

The proposed moderating effect is a decrease in the cost level. Here, the reasoning is that 

capabilities in the form of control and flexibility enable the MNC to respond optimally to both local 

adaptation and global integration pressures. Second control allows them to improve the efficiency 

of deploying the strategies that result from a continual need to balance the trade-off within each 

function.  

 

This moderating effect is amplified at higher levels of integration for both dimensions of 

complexity. This is caused by the fact that improved flexibility is more valuable at higher levels of 

internal complexity.  

4.5.3.3 Economic  consequences  of  suboptimal  level  of  integration  

Hypotheses ‘c’ relate to the moderating effect of the internal capabilities on the ability of external 

complexity to influence the economic consequence of choosing a suboptimal integration level. This 

corresponds to the width of the net cost curve and thus the steepness of the sides.  

 
The moderating effect of a high level of organizational capabilities is a decrease in the economic 

consequences of a MNC implementing a suboptimal organizational structure in both cases of high 

external complexity. This effect is most evident at higher levels of integration, where organizational 

capabilities are proposed to have the largest impact due to the increased requirement for flexibility 

in response to an increased level of internal interdependencies.  

Figure 55: Hypotheses c – economic consequence 
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The above analysis reveals the importance of the change and flexibility capabilities in a dynamic 

environment, while the ability to control and manage flexibility is paramount for success in an 

industry with a strategic dichotomy. Both forms of complexity thus necessitate a high amount of 

organizational flexibility, while they differ in their requirement for control and change. The ability 

of the MNC to exert their high organizational capabilities to counteract the negative effects of both 

dimensions of complexity simultaneously will be the focus of scenarios 6 and 7.  

4.6 Part  3  

Analysis of two dimensions of external complexity simultaneously and the moderating effect 
of organizational capabilities 
Part 3 will further the analysis of external complexity’s influence on the MNC’s cost structure 

through analyzing the impact of being exposed to two dimensions simultaneously. Furthermore, 

part 3 will also include a discussion of the ability of an increased level of organizational capabilities 

to moderate this relationship.  

4.6.1 Scenario  6  –  External  complexity  

Effect of a high level of two dimensions of external complexity simultaneously on the cost 
structure 
This scenario will combine both aspects of external complexity; namely a high level of dynamism 

and an increasing pressure dichotomy. These two factors combined increase the uncertainty for the 

MNC and leads to a higher level of external complexity. The following section will thus analyze 

which effect this combination has on the MNC’s cost structure3. The argumentation builds on the 

previously proposed effects of the individual dimensions and thus focus will be on the effect on the 

MNC when it is exposed to two complexity dimensions simultaneously.  

 Dynamism Pressure dichotomy  Organizational capabilities 

Base Scenario Medium Medium Medium 

Scenario 6 High High Medium 

4.6.1.1 Cost  analysis  

Both scenarios 1 and 2 propose a correlation between a higher external complexity and an increased 

cost level. Therefore the anticipated outcome of both complexity dimensions combined is also an 

increase in the cost level. It is necessary to discuss whether a combined higher level of external 
                                                
3 See Appendix 3 for the individual cost curves of scenario 6. 
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complexity results in an aggregation of the individual effects proposed in scenario 1 and 2 or if the 

effects amplify each other. 

 

Combining the two dimensions of external complexity 

The driving force behind dynamism are changes in the external market, which forces the MNC to 

constantly observe market changes and readjust their strategy to maintain fit (Baum & Wally, 

2003). The consequence of being exposed to an increasing pressure dichotomy is uncertainty in the 

decision-making process, as the MNC is unable to determine how to optimally respond to both 

pressures simultaneously. This may leave them both paralyzed and between two chairs (Andersen, 

2007). These two effects that result in a prolonged strategic decision-making process, both occur 

when the MNC is exposed to the two dimensions of complexity simultaneously. The MNC spends 

resources on both matching and altering products to the changing demand, but also on increased 

costs for responding to the pressure duality. Thus, there is no apparent overlay of these increased 

costs as they are driven by different factors, suggesting that their sum would give an accurate 

representation of the effect of two dimensions of external complexity. However, there is reason to 

believe that the effects combined are even more significant than the sum of their individual effects 

due to the combinatorial characteristic of complexity. 

 

The combinatorial characteristic of complexity 

When a MNC is exposed to two dimensions of complexity, we argue that the costs increase more 

than the sum of their individual effects. This is due to dynamism requiring more frequent changes to 

the technology, manufacturing equipment and know-how. Moreover, a complex environment found 

in industries with high pressures for both global integration and local responsiveness calls for high 

technology intensity and investment intensity, while demanding locally adapted products. In 

addition to these individual factors causing the operating costs to increase, an amplifying factor 

causes the costs to increase beyond the aggregated effect. This amplifying factor is the result of a 

higher level of causal links and interdependencies between the two dimensions of complexity, 

which further complicates the decision making process for managers (Feldman & Kanter, 1965; 

Simon, 1972). The MNC is now exposed to both challenges as to how to meet the changing market 

demands while struggling with the trade-off dilemma between global integration and local 

responsiveness. In other words, interdependencies among decision-making inputs increase the level 

of complexity for management. This is an additional dimension of complexity, which is not 
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captured in the two individual upward shifts (Siggelkow & Rivkin, 2005). The severity of the 

amplifying factor is most evident when there is a high level of integration, where the MNC is also 

required to manage a high level of internal complexity.  

 

Net effect on cost structure 

Therefore, the proposed relationship is that an 

increase in the level of external complexity 

consisting of two dimensions simultaneously, 

results in a decrease of the theoretical optimal 

level of integration. Furthermore, it can be 

concluded that when a MNC is exposed to a 

high level of combined external complexity, 

costs increase by more than if the MNC was 

only exposed to one dimension of external 

complexity. This results in a steeper curve, 

which translates to a lower theoretical optimal level of integration when exposed to two dimensions 

of external complexity as seen in Figure 56.  

 

Combined the above arguments propose the 

same effects on the net costs as found in 

scenarios 1 and 2. However the strength of 

these effects are suggested to be stronger 

than the sum of their effects due to the 

combinatorial element of complexity 

(Siggelkow & Rivkin, 2005). This 

argumentation leads to the following 

hypotheses for this scenario. 

 

Hypothesis 6. The effect of an increased level of external complexity is amplified at higher levels of 

integration. This amplification effect of two dimensions of complexity simultaneously is stronger 

than the effect of only one dimension of complexity. 
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Hypothesis 6a. An increase in the level of external complexity decreases the theoretical optimal 

level of integration.  

Hypothesis 6b. An increase in the level of external complexity increases the overall cost level 

significantly.  

Hypothesis 6c. An increase in the level of external complexity increases the economic consequences 

of choosing a suboptimal level of integration.  

4.6.2 Scenario  7  –  Organizational  capabilities  and  external  complexity    

Moderating effect of a high level of organizational capabilities on the relationship between 
high external complexity and the cost structure 
This scenario is an analysis of the moderating effect of a high level of organizational capabilities on 

the relationship between two dimensions of external complexity combined and the optimal 

organizational structure. In scenario 6 it was hypothesized that the simultaneous exposure to high 

levels of both dimensions of external complexity causes the MNC’s costs to increase by more than 

the sum of the individual effects. This section will add a third interaction to see how a high level of 

organizational capabilities moderates this relationship4. Thus, this scenario will assume all three 

independent variables to be high.  

 Dynamism Pressure dichotomy  Organizational capabilities 

Base Scenario Medium Medium Medium 

Scenario 6 High High Medium 

Scenario 7 High High High 

 

The focus of this scenario is to investigate whether organizational capabilities have the ability to 

moderate different sources of external complexity simultaneously within the same MNC. This is an 

extension of previous research, which has only taken one dimension of complexity into account at a 

time (Rugman & Verbeke, 2005).  

4.6.2.1 Cost  analysis  

If a MNC possesses strong organizational capabilities, the firm is able to change, control and ensure 

flexibility as defined in this paper. As established in scenarios 4 and 5, the source of external 

complexity influences which of the three organizational capabilities should be prioritized. In 

                                                
4 See Appendix 4 for the individual cost curves of scenario 7. 
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regards to dynamism, the organizational capabilities that moderate the effects of dynamism are 

proposed to be change and flexibility. Change is needed to “modify a given strategy, develop a new 

strategy” (Prahalad & Doz, 1987, p. 170), while flexibility is required to ”create adequate room for 

continuous readjustment” (Prahalad & Doz, 1987, p. 170). When a MNC is exposed to an 

increasing pressure dichotomy, it needs to be able to emphasize control and flexibility to cope with 

the complexity of gaining benefits from both global integration and local responsiveness. The 

purpose of control is to ease the “efficiency of implementation” (Prahalad & Doz, 1987, p. 170), 

while flexibility ensures agility in the organizational structure. 

 

Thus, it can be concluded that both sources of external complexity require a high level of flexibility, 

but they demand different levels of change and control capabilities. To understand the 

consequences of this finding, first the MNC’s ability of applying the flexibility capability in 

response to two different sources of complexity simultaneously will be discussed. Secondly the 

MNC’s ability to possess high levels of both change and control mechanisms will be established.  

 

Flexibility is a resource of high fungibility 

First, flexibility reflects the ability to “react to unanticipated problems within the context of an 

overall vision” (Prahalad & Doz, 1987, p. 159). A flexibility capability is not exhausted from being 

applied as a remedy for both sources of external complexity simultaneously and can thus be equated 

to a resource of high fungibility (Teece, 1982). This means that the ability to have a flexible 

organizational architecture retains its value even when applied in different contexts. A high level of 

flexibility is thus proposed to be broadly applicable when a MNC faces two dimensions of high 

external complexity (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). This is the case whether it is in response to strategic 

changes driven by dynamism, or the requirement of strategic flexibility between business functions 

in response to the increasing pressure dichotomy. The requirement for a high level of flexibility 

from both dimensions of complexity simultaenously is thus not an issue.  

 

The trade-off between a high level of control and change 

Second, we wish to discuss the ability to possess strong capabilities in all three areas 

simultaneously. This issue is sparked by Prahalad and Doz’s (1987) proposition that “the three tasks 

demand very different and often conflicting sets of managerial skills” (p. 170). Prahalad and Doz 

stress that focusing too much on only one dimension of organizational capabilities cannibalizes the 
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ability to achieve high levels of the other dimensions concurrently. This argument thus raises 

concern for the ability of organizational capabilities to achieve a strong moderating effect when the 

MNC is exposed to a broad range of complexity factors demanding different capabilities. However, 

this mutually exclusive property of the organizational capabilities is only strong for the change and 

control dimensions. “If a business in a DMNC was well geared to ‘control’ – to implement a given 

strategy – then it may find itself hard pressed to anticipate and change strategic direction” 

(Prahalad & Doz, 1987, p. 171). The reasoning behind this statement can be found in the roots of 

the different capability dimensions. Change is primarily driven locally by lower level managers, as 

a result of the MNC adopting an emergent strategic process (Andersen, 2004). In contrast, control 

requires a rigorously defined structure between the headquarters and the subsidiaries, and is 

primarily driven from headquarters rather than lower levels of management. A significant 

dichotomy and strategic challenge thus occurs, when attempting to steer the MNC towards high 

levels of control and change at the same time. The MNC is consequently forced to choose between 

prioritizing a high level of change or control. This paper therefore argues that this capability 

dichotomy weakens the moderating ability of organizational capabilities on the relationship 

between a high level of external complexity and the cost structure. Thus a high level of 

organizational capabilities does not ensure that the MNC is capable of managing both sources of 

external complexity simultaneously.  

 

As established in scenarios 4 and 5, the economic impact of organizational capabilities in a complex 

environment is particularly pronounced at high levels of integration. This amplifying effect is 

driven by the increasing requirement for high organizational capabilities at higher levels of internal 

complexity. Increasing external complexity requires correspondingly complex internal structures 

(Ghosal & Nohria, 1989; Nohria & Ghosal, 1997). The higher level of internal complexity 

necessitates the ability to cope with increased market heterogeneity and lower levels of knowledge 

congruence, strategic congruence, and fungibility (Teece, 1982; Buckley & Casson, 2001; Rugman, 

2005; Asmussen, Foss & Pedersen, 2008). This mechanism drives a larger moderating effect at 

higher integration levels. However, despite the increase in demand for organizational capabilities, 

the trade-off between capabilities decreases the MNC’s ability to meet this demand fully.  

 

The inability to possess high levels of both change and control capabilities forces the MNC to 

choose which dimension of external complexity it wants to respond optimally to. Thereby, the 
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MNC is not capable of meeting the full demand of both levels of external complexity required at 

higher levels of internal complexity. The negative consequences of the trade-off between change 

and control capabilities are particularly evident at higher integration levels. This trade-off thus 

diminishes the strong moderating ability of organizational capabilities that have been established in 

previous scenarios at higher integration levels. The combined effect of a high level of 

organizational capabilities on the amplification factor at high integration levels is therefore 

proposed to be less pronounced then in scenarios 4 and 5. When the external complexity originates 

from both dynamism and an increasing pressure dichotomy, these mechanisms result in the MNC 

not being able to simultaneously counter the effects of both sources of complexity fully due to the 

trade-off between capabilities.  

 

Net effect on cost structure 

The mechanisms identified above suggest 

that the moderating effect of a high level of 

organizational capabilities is an increase in 

the theoretical optimal level of integration 

through the MNC’s increased ability to 

manage complexity. The moderating effect 

on the relation between the optimal level of 

integration and the level of external 

complexity can therefore be visualized as an 

upward movement at low external 

complexity and a larger movement at higher 

levels of complexity. This effect is shown in 

Figure 58. 

 

Furthermore, the increased ability to employ 

flexibility in the organizational architecture 

decreases the overall cost level through an 

improved efficiency and adaptation level. As 

established in the above argumentation, 

organizational capabilities are proposed to 
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have the strongest moderating effect on the cost level at higher levels of integration. This results in 

a decrease in the economic consequences of choosing a suboptimal integration level. These effects 

were also found in scenarios 4 and 5.  However the combined effect of two complexity dimensions 

rather than one dimension in isolation, and the resulting trade-off between change and control 

capabilities, decreases the strength of the moderating effect. This leads to the formulation of the 

following hypotheses. 

 

Hypothesis 7. The moderating effect of increasing organizational capabilities is most pronounced 

at higher levels of integration. This amplification of the moderating effect at higher integration 

levels is less pronounced than when organizational capabilities are only moderating one source of 

external complexity.  

Hypothesis 7a. Increasing organizational capabilities moderates the relationship between high 

external complexity and the optimal level of integration level. The moderating effect results in an 

increase of the theoretical optimal integration level.  

Hypothesis 7b. Increasing organizational capabilities moderates the relationship between high 

external complexity and the overall cost level. The moderating effect results in a decrease of the 

overall cost level.  

Hypothesis 7c. Increasing organizational capabilities moderates the relationship between high 

external complexity and the economic consequences of choosing a suboptimal integration level. The 

moderating effect results in a decrease of the economic consequences of not choosing the most 

optimal level of integration.  

4.6.3 Partial  conclusions  on  part  3  

Scenarios 6 and 7 examined the effects of the simultaneous presence of both dynamism and an 

increasing pressure dichotomy on the cost structure, and finally the moderating effect of an 

increased level of organizational capabilities on this relationship. The focus of the theoretical 

development in part 3 was the ability of organizational capabilities to moderate two forms of 

complexity simultaneously. A trade-off between employing a high level of change and control was 

found, limiting the MNC’s ability to manage a high level of two dimensions of external complexity 

simultaneously. Therefore the strength of the moderating effect of organizational capabilities was 

found to be less strong then the combined moderating effects found in scenarios 4 and 5. The 
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following section will thus illustrate the proposed key hypotheses in terms of the optimal level of 

integration, costs and the economic severity of choosing a suboptimal level of integration for 

scenarios 6 and 7.  

4.6.3.1 Optimal  level  of  integration  

The optimal level of integration indicates how the MNC should organize itself from a cost 

perspective.  

 
 

Scenario 6 built on the assumption, that the MNC was exposed to high complexity from both 

dynamism and an increasing pressure dichotomy. This paper suggests that this leads to a decrease in 

the optimal level of integration. With a medium level of organizational capabilities, the MNC is not 

geared towards handling complexity internally, thereby running the risk of increased failure costs if 

a high level of integration is pursued. When a high level of organizational capabilities is introduced 

as a moderator on this relationship, it is proposed to increase the optimal level of integration. This 

moderating effect is driven by organizational capabilities offsetting the effects of complexity, as the 

MNC is capable of employing flexibility in the organizational structure and a high level of change 

or control to reduce failure costs. These proposed effects are seen in Figure 60. 

4.6.3.2 Level  of  costs  

The vertical move on the axis indicates whether the overall level of costs increases or decreases. 

Figure 60: Hypotheses a – optimal level of integration 
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When a MNC is exposed to a high level of dynamism and an increasing pressure dichotomy, the 

overall cost level is proposed to increases across all levels of integration. This increase in cost is 

suggested to be more significant than the two individual complexity dimensions impact on the cost 

level combined. An increase in the level of organizational capabilities is proposed to have a positive 

moderating effect on the relationship. A higher level of organizational capabilities decreases the 

cost level for the MNC. The organizational capabilities allow the MNC to increase the level of 

agility in the organizational structure. At the same time they improve either their ability to observe 

market changes or the level of implementation efficiency. Both of the proposed effects in scenario 6 

and 7 are amplified at higher integration levels.  

4.6.3.3 Economic  consequences  of  suboptimal  level  of  integration  

The economic consequences of a suboptimal level of integration reflect the increase in costs a MNC 

incurs if they do not pursue the theoretical optimal integration level.  

 

Figure 61: Hypotheses b – level of costs 

Figure 62: Hypotheses c – economic consequence 
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A high level of external complexity leads to an increase in the economic consequences of a 

suboptimal level of integration. On one hand, complexity decreases the MNC’s ability to achieve 

economies of scale and scope increasing the operating costs, which causes an increase in the cost 

curve at low levels of integration. On the other hand, at a high level of integration, the costs 

increase due to the increased failure costs and the prolonged decision-making process resulting in 

an increased level of strategic misfit. When a high level of organizational capabilities moderates 

this relationship, it decreases the economic consequences of choosing a suboptimal structure. 

Through the MNC’s increased ability to employ flexibility and change or control, the MNC is able 

to lower costs, particularly the opportunity failure costs of integration.  

 

Final remarks on theory development 

This paper’s theoretical development proposes an economic response-strategy model that lays the 

foundation for the analysis of the MNC’s optimal response strategy to external complexity. The 

analysis presents arguments for the effects of dynamism, an increasing pressure dichotomy and the 

MNC’s organizational capabilities on the MNC’s cost structure from a theoretical point of view. 

First, the base scenario in Part 0 proposes the relationship between each cost typology and the level 

of integration, when each independent variable was set at a medium level. The following 3 parts 

each adds a new dimension to this analysis. Part 1 establishes the proposed effect of one 

independent variable at a high level. Part 2 analyzes the moderating effect of a high level of 

organizational capabilities on one dimension of external complexity. Finally, Part 3 discusses the 

effect of two dimensions of external complexity simultaneously, and the ability of organizational 

capabilities to moderate a combination of external complexity sources. The main findings and 

contributions to the theoretical field are discussed below.  

5 Conclusion  

5.1 Discussion  of  theoretical  contributions  

The optimal response strategy for a MNC facing external complexity 

The aim of this theoretical paper was to shed light on the optimal response strategy for MNCs 

facing a high level of external complexity. This was done through an economic analysis of the 

direct effects of external complexity dimensions (dynamism and a pressure dichotomy) on the 

optimal level of integration. Increasing external complexity dimensions both separately and 
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combined, resulted in a decrease in the optimal level of integration. Higher external complexity also 

increased the overall cost level for the MNC and increased the economic consequences of choosing 

a suboptimal integration level. External complexity’s impact on costs was found to be most 

pronounced at higher levels of integration. Furthermore, the analysis included a discussion of the 

direct and moderating effects of a MNC’s capacity to manage complexity. This capacity to manage 

complexity was operationalized as the firm’s level of organizational capabilities. These capabilities 

represented the MNC’s ability to reflect change, control and flexibility in their organizational 

structure. The analysis revealed that organizational capabilities moderate the relationship between 

external complexity and the optimal response strategy. These findings lead to several theoretical 

contributions.  

 

According to strategic co-alignment literature, a MNC’s strategy and organizational structure 

should reflect its external environment (Child, 1972; Astley & Van de Ven, 1983; Luo & Park, 

2001). When a MNC is exposed to a high level of external complexity, it can respond to this in 

different ways. The MNC’s response strategy ranges from a ‘single’ response equating to an 

organizational structure with a low level of internal complexity, to a ‘network’ response with a high 

level of internal complexity. In between these two extremes lies the ‘group’ strategy, which 

correlates to a medium level of integration and complexity. Contingency theory’s emphasis on 

absorbing the high level of external complex into the organizational structure (Drazin & Van de 

Ven, 1985; Ghoshal & Nohria, 1989; Boisot & Child, 1999; Nohria & Ghoshal, 1997), is 

challenged by this paper’s findings on three levels. First, we argue that higher internal complexity 

levels leads to additional costs and that these costs are not insignificant. This challenges the notion 

of a complex internal structure leading to a higher performance. Second, this paper’s findings 

challenge the superiority of adopting a complex internal structure when the MNC faces high 

external complexity. Third, the matching of external and internal complexity is questioned due to its 

neglect of reflecting a MNC’s ability to manage complexity. These three findings lead to the 

proposition of the superiority of a medium level of integration as the theoretical optimal internal 

response strategy to external complexity. 

 

Substantial costs associated with high levels of internal complexity 

The cost typology developed in this paper divides the MNC’s total costs into operating costs, 

opportunity costs, coordination costs and diseconomies of integration. This cost typology captures 
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the costs established in extant literature for the context of high complexity. Through a division of 

costs into these categories, this paper highlights the often hidden costs associated with integration. 

In addition to the commonly accepted notion of higher complexity levels leading to an increase in 

coordination costs, this paper also emphasizes the costs of integration namely opportunity costs and 

diseconomies of integration. Opportunity costs represent the sacrifice of benefits that could be 

achieved from adopting a locally responsive strategy. Thus higher integration levels forego the fit 

between the firm’s strategy and local demands and customer preferences leading to loss of sales 

(Asmussen, 2007). Diseconomies of integration are the direct result of un-mastered complexity and 

thus correspond to failure costs. They encompass the additional costs that are associated with a 

readjustment strategy post implementation and the negative repercussions of this internally. These 

repercussions can for example manifest as demotivation and employee frustration. The 

diseconomies of integration therefore represent the costs of suboptimal decisions, capturing the 

costs of additional adjustment. Thus, this paper argues that there are in fact significant costs 

associated with higher internal complexity levels, countering the argument of negligible integration 

costs. Combined, coordination costs, opportunity costs and diseconomies of integration decrease the 

positive effects of higher integration levels. 

 

The direct effects of external complexity dimensions on the MNC’s cost structure 

In addition to the costs of integration emphasized above, there are significant costs associated with 

lower integration levels as particularly economies of scale and scope are sacrificed. This is well 

acknowledged in theory and practice (Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Asmussen, 2007). When all these cost 

curves are combined, the cost structure analysis developed in this paper reveals a u-shaped net cost 

relationship. The u-shape of the cost curve indicates that there is an optimal level of integration 

from a cost perspective. At medium levels of external complexity this theoretical optimum is found 

at a medium level of integration. When the external complexity level is increased, the cost analysis 

suggests a lower optimal level of integration. This is in contrast to contingency theory’s proposal of 

an increased level of external complexity leading to an increase in the internal level of complexity 

(Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985; Ghoshal & Nohria, 1989; Boisot & Child, 1999; Nohria & Ghoshal, 

1997). Thus the findings of this paper suggest a different relationship between increasing external 

complexity and the economically optimal internal complexity level.  
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The two dimensions of external complexity are argued to decrease the theoretical optimal level of 

integration. Dynamism increases the pressures for an emergent strategy process emphasizing the 

need for flexibility and continual realignment to a turbulent market structure (Mintzberg, 1978). 

This is achieved through a lower level of integration. An increasing pressure dichotomy is also 

proposed to decrease the optimal integration level as a result of the increasing causal ambiguity 

between strategic alternatives. Furthermore, an increasing pressure dichotomy results in an increase 

in the consequences of not responding to the high pressures for both global integration and local 

responsiveness. This translates to an increase in the cost levels at the extremes of the integration 

spectrum (Asmussen, 2007). This amplifying effect is particularly pronounced at higher integration 

levels. This is caused by the presence of both high external and internal complexity, which 

increases the presence of failure costs due to the unmanaged complexity. Complexity thus increases 

the consequences of adopting a suboptimal organizational structure, revealing the need for an 

intermediate strategy between the two extremes of a purely locally responsive and a global 

integration strategy.  

 

The above conclusions are drawn based on the effects of one dimension of external complexity at a 

time. This paper adds to the academic complexity discussion by also examining the effects of two 

dimensions of complexity simultaneously (Rugman, 2005; Rugman & Verbeke, 2005). This paper’s 

analysis suggests that the effect of two simultaneous dimensions of external complexity has a large 

impact on the cost structure. This cost impact is found to be stronger than the aggregated effects of 

the two independent dimensions of complexity. The effect is explained by the combinatorial 

characteristic of complexity. Therefore, when a MNC is exposed to a high level of external 

complexity driven by two independent dimensions, this paper finds an increase in the economic 

consequences for the MNC beyond the combined effects of the individual dimensions of 

complexity.  

 

Thus this paper proposes that the direct effect of increased external complexity is a decrease in the 

theoretical optimal level of integration. This challenges the proposition of improved performance 

equating to the absorption of complexity into the organizational structure. This effect is particularly 

evident when a MNC is faced with two dimensions of high levels of external complexity 

simultaneously.  
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The impact of a MNC’s capacity to manage complexity on the choice of response strategy 

The environment-strategy-structure contingency paradigm argues that a MNC’s external 

environment dictates their behavior and therefore their choice of response strategy (Prahalad & 

Doz, 1987; Luo & Park, 2001). From this line of reasoning follows, that firms within the same 

industry facing equal complexity levels, should pursue similar organizational structures.  However, 

this paper’s finds that the firm’s level of organizational capabilities should be included when 

determining the optimal organizational structure to be pursued in a complex environment. This 

finding is supported by the observation of different organizational structures across MNCs within 

one industry as seen in the automobile industry (Grant, 2010).  

 

This paper’s theoretical development adds substantiation to the argument that higher levels of 

external complexity necessitate organizational capabilities to manage complexity internally 

(Schütte, 1996; Buckley & Casson, 2001; Rugman, 2005). This paper defines organizational 

capabilities as the ability to employ change, control and flexibility in the organizational structure. 

The moderating effect of a higher level of organizational capabilities is proposed to result in a lower 

overall cost level. It also suggests an increase in the theoretical optimal level of integration 

(Prahalad & Doz, 1987). The strength of this moderating effect is particularly prevalent when a 

MNC pursues higher integration and thus internal complexity levels. This paper suggests that a high 

level of organizational capabilities improves the MNC’s ability to match the external complexity 

level in their internal structure.  

 

The organizational capability of flexibility is found to moderate the impact of both dynamism and 

pressure dichotomy. Dynamism also drives the need for change capabilities, necessitating an 

organizational structure that is geared towards assessing changes in the market and implementing 

adapted strategies efficiently. In contrast, an increasing pressure dichotomy requires a high level of 

control. Control ensures an efficient decision-making process and implementation of agreed-upon 

strategies. Furthermore, it focuses management’s attention on the choice of a global integration 

versus a locally responsive strategy in the individual business activities. Through a higher level of 

organizational capabilities, this paper’s analysis suggests that the MNC is capable of moderating the 

negative cost effects of one dimension of external complexity.  
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However, the ability of organizational capabilities to moderate the effects of external complexity is 

challenged when the external complexity is composed of multiple dimensions. This paper stresses 

that there exists a trade-off between possessing high levels of both change and control capabilities 

simultaneously (Prahalad & Doz, 1987). This is not a large issue when a MNC is only exposed to 

either a high level of dynamism or an increasing pressure dichotomy, as a firm can possess both 

flexibility and one other capability without a significant trade-off. However, when the MNC is 

exposed to both sources of external complexity, the MNC is forced to choose between prioritizing a 

high level of change or control. Thus, the moderating effect of organizational capabilities is less 

strong when it is moderating the relationship between two dimensions of external complexity and 

the cost structure. This is explained by the inability of the MNC to posses the required 

organizational capabilities to cope with both sources of complexity simultaneously. In extension to 

this, the findings also indicate that either prioritizing a high level of control or change can achieve 

the same level of integration and net cost structure. This finding suggests the equifinality of these 

two different capability prioritization strategies (Bertalanffy, 1968). Thus achieving the strongest 

moderating effect on the negative impact of high external complexity can be achieved through two 

different strategies; prioritizing efficiency through control or adaptability through change. The 

implications of this finding will be developed further in the managerial implications.   

 

Furthermore, this paper develops hypotheses relating to the economic consequences for the MNC if 

it does not choose the theoretical optimal integration level. This paper accepts that one cannot 

assume that the MNC is always able to decipher the level and sources of complexity facing them, 

and therefore this paper looks at the consequences of not choosing the theoretical optimal level. 

Complexity dimensions are proposed to increase the economic consequences of not choosing the 

most optimal integration level. However, this relationship is moderated by a higher level of 

organizational capabilities, which increases the range of economically sensible organizational 

structures.  

 

The theoretical contributions outlined above question the matching of external complexity with a 

complex internal organizational structure. The theoretical optimal level of integration is found to be 

at a medium level of integration. In practice, a medium level of integration can for example 

correspond to a regional organizational structure. This paper proposes that the theoretical optimal 

response strategy to high external complexity is smaller regional groups. However, if the MNC 
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possesses a high level of organizational capabilities, this moderates the choice of response strategy. 

The moderating effect results in the cost advantage of pursuing an organizational structure with 

larger regional groups. This paper therefore suggests the strong influence of organizational 

capabilities in the MNC’s ability to manage and thus absorb external complexity. 

 

The superiority of the regional solution in a complex environment 

This paper’s findings indicate an economic superiority of the regional structure across a wide range 

of different industries characterized by different drivers of external complexity and differing 

capability levels. A regional strategy equates to a combination strategy, which falls between the two 

extremes of a multi domestic company and global network organization. This suggests that a 

regional strategy is able to achieve a large proportion of both global integration and local 

responsiveness benefits simultaneously through flexibility in pursuing different strategies in each 

function. At the same time the MNC does not incur the full costs of completely sacrificing one 

strategy (Rugman, 2005; Rugman & Verbeke, 2005; Asmussen, 2007). We suggest that this finding 

can also be applied in a wider setting than MNCs. For example, this finding can also be applicable 

for firms operating within a single region or country. The validity and relevance of the economic 

reasoning and underlying logic is the same. This finding can be paralleled to the acknowledged 

superiority of the multidivisional form for domestic companies. The multidivisional form is also an 

intermediate organizational structure between the two extremes of pure centralization and 

decentralization (Chandler, 1962; Williamson, 1985). Thus, the regional solution and the 

multidivisional form are both superior forms from a cost perspective. They both achieve increased 

efficiencies through the combination of economies of scale and scope through integration while still 

maintaining operational flexibility. Thus this paper’s findings highlight the robustness of the 

regional solution across a variety of complexity dimensions and organizational capability levels. 

5.2 Managerial  implications  

The following section will reflect more practically upon the theoretical contributions found in this 

paper. This section will consequently discuss how these theoretical contributions can be 

operationalized, keeping in mind, that the findings of this paper are preliminary research and 

therefore still require empirical testing.  
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The dominance of the regional structure 

This paper finds that the optimal response strategy for a MNC exposed to a high level of external 

complexity falls within a group strategy, which for example can correspond to a regional structure. 

This observation was also found when the MNC possessed a higher level of organizational 

capabilities, but here the optimal organizational structure encompasses larger regional groups. The 

cost analysis proposed a theoretical optimum within the regional structure spectrum at all medium 

to high independent variable levels. Therefore, we propose that management facing external 

complexity should in general pursue an organizational structure within the regional spectrum, thus 

gaining a portion of the benefits of both integration and local responsiveness. The regional solution 

thus represents a risk minimization strategy for managers, as they reduce the risk of incurring the 

high level of costs associated with exclusively pursuing a global integration or local responsiveness 

strategy.  

 

Organizational capabilities 

This paper’s conclusions indicate that a MNC with a high level of organizational capabilities is 

capable of countering one dimension of external complexity at a time, i.e. either dynamism or an 

increasing pressure dichotomy. For managers, this implies that attaining a high level of the 

organizational capabilities tailored towards the particular dimension of complexity that they are 

exposed to, has an influence on the economic performance of the organization. “It is critical to 

understand environmental demands to evaluate the kind of organizational capabilities MNC 

subsidiaries need to build” (Luo & Park, 2001, p. 143). Furthermore, this paper emphasizes that 

MNCs facing high levels of external complexity experience an increased level of economic 

consequences if a suboptimal level of integration is pursued. These MNC’s must therefore prioritize 

analyzing the sources and level of external complexity, coupled with an internal analysis of the 

MNC’s complexity capacity to ensure an optimal organizational structure.  

 

The prioritization of capabilities therefore depends on how well the MNC is able to determine 

which dimension of complexity the MNC is exposed to. If the MNC is not capable of making this 

distinction, flexibility should be prioritized. Flexibility is highly valuable in relation to the 

challenges facing a MNC exposed to either dynamism or an increasing pressure dichotomy as it 

moderates both. If the MNC is exposed to a high level of dynamism, focus should be on fostering 

change as an organizational capability. Change enables the MNC to observe market changes and 
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develop new strategies (Prahalad & Doz, 1987), which is a major challenge when market demands 

change rapidly. This finding is especially relevant for MNCs in emerging economies, as they are 

particularly exposed to high levels of dynamism and uncertainty (Shenkar, 1990; Luo & Park, 

2001). If on the other hand, the MNC is in an environment with a strong pressure dichotomy, 

control should be the main priority. Control reflects the MNC’s ability to achieve efficiencies in the 

established strategic and coordination routines.  

 

When the MNC is exposed to both dimensions of complexity, organizational capabilities are not 

able to moderate the amplified effect that two dimensions of complexity create. The reason can be 

found in the trade-off between prioritizing a high level of change and control in the organizational 

structure. Here it is important to stress, that there is equifinality between the choice of change and 

control. This means that the cost benefits obtainable by having high capabilities are not dependent 

of which kind of capabilities the managers prioritize, if they are exposed to both dimensions of 

complexity. Therefore, when determining which capabilities to pursue in this context, managers 

need to focus on the capability that is most reflected in their current organizational structure, as 

capabilities are path dependent (Wernerfelt, 2006). This path dependency both relates to the 

substantial time frame associated with developing new capabilities, but also highlights the 

substantial costs incurred when a radical change in the organizational structure is made (Winter, 

2000; Winter, 2002; Schreyoegg & Kliesch-Eberl, 2007). Thus, if the firm does not utilize the 

capabilities already present, they must develop new capabilities incurring additional costs.  

 

To conclude, managers’ focus should first and foremost be on ensuring a high level of 

organizational capabilities if the MNC is faced with a high level of external complexity. Second, 

managers need to understand their external environment to determine which capabilities have the 

strongest moderating effect. If the firm is exposed to one dimension of complexity, their focus 

should be on tailoring their organizational capabilities towards the requirements of that complexity 

dimension. However, if the MNC is exposed to both dimensions of complexity simultaneously, the 

MNC should pursue flexibility and their most currently developed change or control capability.  

5.3 Limitations  

The findings of this paper should be recognized in the light of the limitations associated with the 

proposed model.  
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Limitations to the proposed model 

The chosen format and development of the model, results in a set of limitations for its proposed 

findings. First, the model is a simplification and therefore, the conclusions proposed are dependent 

on the choice of variables.  Second, the relevance of the model’s static time perspective is 

challenged and third, the limits to the quantitative accuracy of the model are discussed.  

 

This model only captures two dimensions of external complexity. A further step could therefore be 

to include other dimensions, such as the competitive landscape, level of diversification or the 

industry’s maturity level (Jap, 1999; Luo & Park, 2001). In addition, other internal factors such as 

culture, demographic diversity and tangible resources could be included in the model to encompass 

a wider scope of the MNC’s complexity capabilities. By including additional dimensions of both 

external complexity and internal factors, the research field would be expanded.  

 

This paper is built as a discrete structural analysis meaning it is governed by economic logics as 

opposed to being founded on mathematical equations. First, the choice of an economic analysis 

results in a stringent cost structure framework for the analysis, ensuring a thorough review of the 

most cost-influential mechanisms. Therefore, this cost framework does not capture a broader range 

of effects that complexity can have on an organization without influencing the cost level. Thus 

taking a broader scope of factors into account beyond economics would increase the reliability of 

the findings.  

 

Second, the model has a limited time perspective. The model developed uses a static approach and 

the consequences of this need to be considered. This means that the conclusion of the model works 

best “as a model of short-term profit or present-value maximization” (Asmussen, 2007, p. 115). We 

acknowledge that in reality, “environmental demands evolve over time and managers need to adopt 

a dynamic view about organizational capabilities” (Ghoshal & Nohria, 1993, p. 33). Thus, the short 

time frame of this paper’s model neglects to include changes in the level of external complexity 

facing the MNC and its level of organizational capabilities. In addition, the lack of a dynamic 

perspective means, that this model does not capture how competitors’ actions influence the 

decision-making of the MNC and thereby the choice of organizational structure (Cabral, 2000). For 

example, rather than striving for strategic fit, a MNC can choose to pursue a differentiation strategy 

as proposed by Porter (1985). Thus the model should reflect the possibility of a MNC pursuing a 
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differentiation strategy rather than exclusively aiming for fit. This could result in more extreme 

findings in terms of the optimal integration level. Thus, a model with a longer time frame would 

shed light on the additional challenge facing the MNC of how to respond to competitors’ behavior 

and include the effect of different variable levels over time.   

 

Third, this model builds upon argumentation rather than a formal model consisting of mathematical 

equations. Asmussen (2007) argues that “a formal model is well suited to analyze the ‘organic 

complexity’ (Buckley & Casson, 2001) contained in optimization of a series of interrelated choices” 

(p. 95). However, the objective of this paper is rather to understand the underlying mechanisms and 

impact on the cost structure, rather than quantifying the individual cost curve movements. This 

paper therefore represents the first step of building a framework for modeling the hypothesized 

relationships. This justifies the focus on argumentation and the underlying mechanism. The natural 

next step would be to quantify the variables to create a formal model, which can be tested with 

empirical data. This will be discussed further below.  

5.4 Future  research  

The findings of this paper suggest several avenues for future research. First, this paper’s hypotheses 

should be validated empirically through testing the statistical significance of the proposed effects. 

This empirical test should be based on a quantitative analysis of the relationship between costs and 

the MNC’s exposure to varying levels and dimensions of complexity, while possessing different 

levels of organizational capabilities (Darmer et al., 2010).  

 

Second, this paper’s main finding of the relative importance of organizational capabilities in 

determining the optimal level of integration, suggests the need for further analysis. The academic 

field could be expanded to include a more thorough analysis of the particular capabilities required 

for managing complexity. A possible avenue for future research is to analyze the cost influence of 

possessing varying combinations of capability dimensions. This analysis would increase the 

precision of the model’s findings. This paper’s hypotheses of a positive moderating effect of 

organizational capabilities also leads to the question of the costs of developing a higher level of 

organizational capabilities. These costs should also be factored into the equation when determining 

the theoretical optimal level of integration.  
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Third, the discussion of the most influential cost drivers of complexity, externally and internally, 

indicates a fruitful area for future research. The inclusion of a broader span of complexity 

dimensions such as the influences of the competitive landscape and the scope of the MNC’s product 

portfolio would add valuable insight for managers. Finally, applying a game theory perspective and 

thus including the effects of competitors’ behavior may prove to further nuance the scope of the 

optimal response strategy to high external complexity.  

 

These recommendations highlight the presence of several avenues for further academic research. 

This paper lays the groundwork for future research, through the proposal of a cost typology for the 

specific context of an economic analysis for a MNC facing a high level of complexity. The findings 

proposed in this paper and the cost framework developed, thus serve to further the discussion of the 

economic superiority of adopting a simplification strategy in response to high external complexity.   
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7 Appendix  

7.1 Appendix  1:  Scenario  4,  cost  curves  

This scenario is constructed assuming dynamism and organizational capabilities are at a high level 

while pressure dichotomy is at a medium level.  
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7.2 Appendix  2:  Scenario  5,  cost  curves  

This scenario is constructed assuming pressure dichotomy and organizational capabilities are at a 

high level while dynamism is at a medium level.  
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7.3 Appendix  3:  Scenario  6,  cost  curves  

This scenario is constructed assuming dynamism and pressure dichotomy are at a high level while 

organizational capabilities are at a medium level.  
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7.4 Appendix  4:  Scenario  7,  cost  curves  

This scenario is constructed assuming all independent variables are at a high level. This means high 

dynamism, an increasing pressure dichotomy and a high level of organizational capabilities.  
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